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a b s t r a c t
The advent of Industry 4.0 and smart manufacturing has led to an increased convergence of traditional
manufacturing and production technologies with IP communications. Legacy Industrial Control System
(ICS) devices, now interconnected via public networks, are exposed to a wide range of previously unconsidered threats, which must be considered to ensure the continued safe operation of industrial processes. This paper surveys the ICS honeypot deployments in the literature to date, provides an overview
of ICS focused threat vectors, and studies how honeypots can be integrated within an organisations defensive strategy. We discuss relevant legislation, such as the UK Cyber Assessment Framework, the US
NIST Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity, and associated industry-based standards and guidelines supporting operator compliance. This is used to frame a discussion on our survey of
existing ICS honeypot implementations, and the role of honeypots in supporting regulatory objectives. We
observe that many low-interaction honeypots are limited in their use. This is largely due to the increased
knowledge attackers have on how real-world ICS devices are conﬁgured and operate vs the conﬁgurability
of simulated honeypot systems. Furthermore, we ﬁnd that environments with increased interaction provide more extensive capabilities and value, due to their inherent obfuscation delivered through the use
of real-world systems. Based on these insights, we propose a novel framework towards the classiﬁcation
and implementation of ICS honeypots.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd.
This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/)

1. Introduction
The increasing adoption of the Internet of Everything (IoE) sees
both a shift within industry and consumers, as more and more devices are becoming connected to the Internet. This trend also encapsulates the industrial technologies categorised under the umbrella term of Industrial Control Systems (ICSs) (Bodenheim, 2014),
which are used within critical infrastructure and are designed for
high reliability. The convergence of traditional ICSs with machineto-machine (M2M) and IP communications has been characterised
as the fourth industrial revolution, or Industry 4.0 (Lasi et al.,
2014), which promises to improve operational functionality, manageability, and ease of access. However, ICSs were not designed
with Internet connectivity in mind (Ahmed et al., 2017), and often lack basic security features (Mirian et al., 2016), making them
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vulnerable to cyber-attacks. Moreover, when security features are
available for ICS, they are usually ’bolt-on’. These can include vulnerabilities of their own, such as Secure Authentication version 5
(SAv5) for DNP3 (Distributed Network Protocol 3) (Crain and Bratus, 2015), which is vulnerable to single-frame attacks, does not
encrypt data between server and outstation (Cremers et al., 2019),
and allows for the use of SHA-1 (Rosborough et al., 2019) amongst
others. Generally, bolt-on security is considered a weaker option to
secure a system (Shiva et al., 2010) and harms both usability and
security (Yee, 2004). The risk of ICS attacks is ampliﬁed by the fact
that these systems are often implemented as part of the critical infrastructure within a country, including water and electricity distribution (Green et al., 2017). Therefore, ICS security is paramount to
the safety and economic prosperity of a nation and because these
systems present an attractive target for cyber-warfare operations.
This can also be seen in the shift of cyberattacks targeting critical
infrastructure from initially internal personnel to nation-states in
the present time (Miller et al., 2021). This also needs to be taken
into account within risk assessment, such as described in the ad-
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versary cost framework (Derbyshire et al., 2021), as a nation-state
adversary generally has more resources to its disposal.
Even when manufacturers provide patches for known vulnerabilities, patch deployment times can be signiﬁcantly higher compared to traditional IT systems, leading to more prolonged exposure times (Dey et al., 2015; Marnerides et al., 2019). Delayed
patching can be explained through the requirement for continued operation and minimal downtime. Within an ICS environment
system, reliability takes precedence over security (Maglaras et al.,
2018), meaning ICS operators may prefer to leave systems unpatched. However, where vulnerabilities exist, their exploitation
has the potential to harm operational productivity, reliability, and
even human life.
To effectively protect ICSs, it is necessary to develop new methods for attack detection and mitigation. It is no longer suﬃcient to rely on traditional ﬁrewalls and anti-virus solutions, as
they are reactive and require updates in order to detect/prevent
new forms of malicious traﬃc (Bilge and Dumitras, 2012). Consequently, zero-day exploits, namely exploits which are not yet publicly disclosed, can potentially penetrate networks and infect systems while remaining undetected. The introduction of “bring your
own device” within organisations, and the prevalence of socialengineering (Derbyshire et al., 2018), has rendered conventional
perimeter defences inadequate (Wang et al., 2014). Due to the
merging of OT and IT, these threats now also apply to ICSs.
One of the ways in which we can aim to mitigate attacks on the
network and discover novel attacks is through honeypots. Which
are systems with no inherent purpose other than capturing attacks, either on the Internet or within a network, and generally
do not receive any legitimate traﬃc. Both academia and industry
have been using and researching honeypots in a range of different use cases. These different use cases tend to have many different setups; whereas academia can deploy many different honeypots, industry tends to focus on honeypots that more closely align
with their operations. These differences in purpose and setup are
encompassed in the distinction between research and production
honeypots. There are many different types of honeypots, ranging
from emulating speciﬁc services such as SSH to a fully ﬂedged system running several services at the same time. It would be a red
ﬂag for attackers seeing an ICS honeypot deployed by an organisation that generally does not use these systems. Contrary to traditional security systems that are often reactive, honeypots enable
a more proactive approach to security. Adversaries are encouraged
to attack these systems to reveal valuable threat intelligence. Capturing attacks performed by real-world adversaries can be used to
discover new vulnerabilities and associated exploits, alongside a
broader view of offensive tactics and techniques. The level of encouragement differs depending on the purpose and environment in
which the honeypots are deployed, as honeypots could fall into the
legal aspect of entrapment. Generally, in a real-world environment
you would want an adversary that has entered the organisational
network to be more likely to investigate a honeypot than an operational system. In 2020, four zero-day exploits were discovered by
ICS honeypots set up for research purposes (Ranger, 2020) proving
the viability of these systems in detecting novel attacks.
Research into honeypots within ICS environments has already
been done, but this has been fractured. With this , we provide
a survey of existing honeypot deployments within the literature
to date and provide further background into ICS honeypots. To
achieve this, we cover the general aspects of ICSs and honeypots.
One important aspect within ICS is the legislative part, as critical
infrastructure tends to be heavily regulated; we tackle this by covering both country-speciﬁc and international standards and guidelines. Afterwards, we map these onto honeypots and their capabilities to support these guidelines. This provides a strong background
to investigate honeypot deployments within the academic space,

and combined with the other aspects we aim to show their beneﬁts within industry.
The core contributions of this paper are as follows:
• An survey of existing ICS-focused honeypot implementations.
• Review of ICS standards and guidance, and how honeypots ﬁt
within these.
• The introduction of a novel classiﬁcation scheme for honeypot
implementations.
• The introduction of a novel framework supporting honeypot deployments.
Section 2 provides an overview of ICSs, honeypots, and threat
vectors. Section 3 discusses how a selection of historic ICS attacks
were executed, and their resulting impact. Section 4 explores honeypots within the context of standards and guidance for critical
national infrastructure operators, which covers both governmental regulations and guidance published by non-governmental organisations. The section further details international standards and
guidelines referenced by the UKs National Cyber Security Centre
(NCSC), as appropriate resources to support NIS compliance, and
provides an introduction into honeypots and the potential beneﬁts derived through their use in ICSs. This provides a foundation
towards a more in-depth exploration of existing honeypot implementation in Section 5, and our novel framework supporting ICS
honeypot deployments in Section 6. Finally, we conclude the paper
in Section 7, and discuss areas of future work in Section 8.
2. Background
2.1. Industrial control systems
Industrial control systems underpin critical parts of national infrastructure. They control and automate industrial process operations within a variety of industries, including nuclear, water, oil
and gas, and electricity (Green et al., 2017; McLaughlin et al., 2016).
Due to the organisations that deploy ICSs, it is clear that the impact of an attack on these systems can be considerable. Therefore,
appropriate defence mechanisms should be in place to prevent potential damage. The current trend of Internet-connected ICSs opens
these systems up for a variety of threats. ICSs were not originally
designed to communicate over the Internet (Ahmed et al., 2017).
The operating systems (OS) and other software used within these
systems can have vulnerabilities which are not regularly patched,
and speciﬁc protocols used present many diﬃculties due to their
design which adversaries can potentially exploit. The vital function
an ICS has within critical infrastructure, combined with the insecure design of ICS protocols, can lead to potentially catastrophic
events.
Because of this, novel defence approaches are needed to mitigate emerging threats. ICS devices are built using commercial
OS that are highly specialised, and therefore ICS security differs
considerably from standard approaches to security (Knapp and
Langill, 2014). Existing ICS security solutions aim to minimise disruptions in ICS availability by focusing on protecting the IT infrastructure around the ICS devices (Larkin et al., 2012). Due to
the importance of these devices, any interference or additional
latency can have signiﬁcant effects (Jie and Li, 2011). ICSs can
be operational without interruptions for up to two decades , unlike IT systems which are regularly updated (Hunter, 2006) or replaced (Frye, 2013). Such a gap between the discovery of a vulnerability and the implementation of the patch allows attackers time
to discover and exploit them for years after those vulnerabilities
have been published (Marnerides et al., 2019).
Typically ICSs are deployed within a complex environment
which consists of several layers of logically-related operational abstractions. One of the most popular representations of these lay2
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actively attacked provide the most valuable information, but even
when they are not exploited honeypots can indicate if a network
is being actively targeted. To achieve valuable activity, it is essential to both lure attackers to the honeypots by introducing vulnerabilities whilst also maintaining a reasonable level of security to
resemble an operational system (Rowe, 2006). When a system is
signiﬁcantly less secure than others within the same network, it
can be seen as an indication of a potential honeypot.
Data gathered through honeypots can be used in many ways.
For example, they can provide useful data which can be used to
create a timeline of an attack. This is important for accurate threat
intelligence, and generally hard to construct (Caravelli, 2019). By
implementing honeypots and luring attackers away from real infrastructure, an organisation can both improve its security through
the data collected (Caravelli, 2019), and reduce the usage of resources on business systems. Therefore, monitoring of traﬃc to and
from honeypots, and the attackers’ actions within them, are crucial
aspects of honeypot operations. Due to the nature of a honeypot,
by not performing business operations, all traﬃc to them can be
considered malicious. However, this lack of real operational purpose within the network makes it harder to deceive attackers, as
there is no actual active traﬃc between them (Rowe, 2006). Additionally, the level of interaction that an intruder is permitted to
have with the honeypot can affect the behaviour of the intruder
and therefore, the volume of collected attack data. Generally, the
goal of honeypots and their detection capabilities is to gather data
to feed into the protection of the network or systems.
In general, honeypots are categorised based on their level
of permitted interaction to high-interaction and low-interaction
honeypots. A third category, medium-interaction honeypots
(Mokube and Adams, 2007), does exist but its characteristics
lay close to a low-interaction variant. Low-interaction honeypots
pretend to be a speciﬁc device such as a Programmable Logic
Controller (PLC) and mimic its functions, they run on a standard
operating system (e.g. Ubuntu) and provide limited interaction
for attackers (Chamotra et al., 2011). For instance, the Honeyd
honeypot (Provos, 2003) provides a TCP/IP stack emulator which
allows an attacker to send network requests which it responds
to. However, the attacker cannot have further interaction with
the other parts of the system, such as the operating system. This
might result in increased identiﬁcation of the system as a honeypot, and shorter interactions with the system. Using an approach
like PCaaD (Green et al., 2021), would also not be possible on a
low-interaction honeypot. In contrast, high-interaction honeypots
are, in essence, the same device as would be in the operational
network, allowing attackers to interact with every aspect of the
machine (Spitzner, 2002). These honeypots are generally less
easy to identify and allow attackers to perform more actions and
increase their time and interaction on the system.
The beneﬁt of high-interaction honeypots is that attackers are
less likely to identify them as honeypots, and they can provide
considerably more data from the attack (Chamotra et al., 2011). On
the other hand, high-interaction honeypots demand signiﬁcantly
more resources, and they entail the risk of the attacker taking
over the system due to the high level of interaction they permit (Vetterl, Clayton, 2018). Within an ICS environment, deploying a high-interaction honeypot entails the usage of a real PLC or
other ICS device. These devices are expensive, and a single device
does not accurately represent a real ICS deployment. Therefore, to
achieve full high-interaction multiple devices have to be deployed
to transfer data between them.
Improving upon some low-interaction honeypots by integrating
additional characteristics of a real system and creating a so-called
medium-interaction honeypot, can provide more data whilst still
entailing a lower level of risk. However, all features on them are
simulated as well. Therefore, we consider such medium-interaction

Fig. 1. The Extended Purdue Model which describes the layered architecture of
ICS (Didier et al., 2011).

ers is the Purdue model (Fig. 1) which consists of an enterprise
zone, demilitarised zone (DMZ), manufacturing zone and safety
zone (Didier et al., 2011; Green et al., 2016). The function of
the safety zone is to house systems that provide predictable failsafe shutdowns to protect processes, personnel, and the environment. They also monitor the processes running for any anomalies (Obregon, 2015). More recently, CIP Safety (ODVA) allows devices such as safety sensors to operate alongside level 0 systems
and safety controllers with controllers on level 1. Within the manufacturing zone, there are four levels which contain a set of devices including PLCs (Programmable Logic Controllers), HMIs (Human Machine Interfaces), and RTUs (Remote Transmission Units)
which are used to monitor, control and automate processes. Devices within this zone include sensors, human-machine interfaces,
remote terminal units and control servers. The DMZ is implemented as a boundary between the manufacturing and enterprise
zone, and it generally contains IT infrastructure that has the capability to communicate with the OT devices. It presents an interface for further processing on data and facilitates services like
remote desktop and remote alarm management. Within the enterprise zone, conventional IT devices such as clients and servers are
deployed and use data collected via the DMZ to supervise and dictate future strategic planning for the entire infrastructure.
2.2. Honeypots
Honeypots can come in different variants; they can be either
virtual or physical and are designed to be exploitable (The Honeynet Project, 2001). The goal of a honeypot is to lure attackers into targeting them. For research honeypots, that are Internetfacing, and are deployed with the main goal of gathering information for research purposes. This is different than for production honeypots which are usually not directly accessible and are
deployed inside an organisational network to improve their security. To refrain from entering the legal area of entrapment, honeypots need to be deployed and conﬁgured with care. Within an
organisation we would expect an aim to direct attackers to a honeypot once they are inside of the network. For research honeypots
it is suﬃcient to make the honeypot accessible from the Internet
to capture interest. When honeypots are compromised, they can be
used to generate alerts or to deceive the attacker by diverting exploitation efforts away from the systems that need to be protected.
Therefore, the value of the honeypot is determined by the number of attacks it receives (Zhang et al., 2003). Honeypots that are
3
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Table 1
Overview of Honeypot Characteristics.
Level of Interaction

Low

Medium

High

Risk
Data Capturing
Resource Usage
Simulation
Required Knowledge
Detection
Cost

Low
Basic
Low
Basic
Low
Easy
Low

Low
Intermediate
Low
Improved
Advanced
Easy - Normal
Low

High
Comprehensive
High
N/A
High
Normal - Hard
High

sive level of simulation, which allows for more interaction (improved). To deploy honeypots, there is a knowledge aspect involved. For a low-interaction honeypot, this is relatively low, as
these can generally be installed as an easy to deploy package. An
advanced level of knowledge refers to the possible need to adapt
and improve the simulation of the honeypot. For a high-interaction
honeypot, we would advise a high level of knowledge due to the
risks involved, and the more do-it-yourself actions involved in creating a honeypot from a real device.
Detection of the honeypots concerns the ease of detection,
which can range from easy to normal for simulated services (depending on the comprehensiveness of the simulation), and normal
to hard for high-interaction honeypots (depending on the deployment). To further clarify, for a high interaction honeypot, it is important to strike a balance between security and included vulnerabilities to lower the ease of detection.
Finally, the cost of the honeypot is a combination of the resources required to operate the honeypot and the resources necessary to deploy the honeypot. For low- and medium- interaction
this is low as they only require a virtual environment and the honeypot software (which tends to be open-source). A high-interaction
honeypot incurs more costs to purchase the device, required software to monitor the device and other systems, such as an IDS.

honeypots as a sub-category of low-interaction honeypots. For example, they can simulate responses of a speciﬁc service, such as
a web server. They can lure attackers that scan for particular vulnerabilities or exposed services, without possessing the risk of being exploited. However, medium-interaction honeypots do not run
a full operating system (unlike those that are high-interaction) and
therefore the data available about potential attacks is more limited (Spitzner, 2002). Looking speciﬁcally at an ICS environment, it
can be challenging to have a simulated system perform close to a
real system. Particularly when taking into account an device, like a
PLC, does require input from another system to display data. This
could potentially be circumvented by providing the system with
static data, which is easy to identify by an attacker. More dynamic
data is possible, but requires more effort as this data has to be
somewhat realistic, e.g. a water tank cannot go from 100% to 0% in
one second, and if there would be an identiﬁable pattern it could
also be detected. Therefore, due to the nature of ICS and if the
goal is to capture useful data from knowledgeable attackers, the
deployment of a honeypot has to be extremely believable. Overall, medium-interaction honeypot implementations tend to be less
frequent than high- and low-interaction variants (Paralax, 2019).
Nonetheless, it is essential to note that the distinction between
low- and medium-interaction is not always clear and largely depends on the context of the simulated environment.
An overview of general honeypot characteristics can be found in
Table 1. These characteristics range from resource usage, and risk
involved in deploying them to the knowledge required to set-up
and operate the honeypot, and ease of detection.
When talking about risk, we talk about the attacker being able
to leverage the honeypot and use it against us. A low level of risk
implies that the attacker has limited ways to leverage the honeypot
and when correctly deployed, should not be able to use it to pivot
into the network. A high level of risk means there is a possibility
of the attacker taking control of the honeypot and using it as a
way into the network.
Data capturing scales from basic to intermediate and comprehensive. Basic refers to the limited amount of information captured
by the honeypot; this tends to be limited to the information included in the IP packet. Intermediate improves upon basic by having the capabilities to capture more IP packets, as the attacker can
perform more interactions. Building further upon this is comprehensive, where the attacker has the opportunity to interact with
the whole system and can perform any actions that are generally
performed in an attack including uploading of data and interacting
with other systems on the device.
Resource usage refers to the resources needed to operate a honeypot. Low resource usage means the honeypot can be deployed in
a virtual environment; this allows for multiple separated honeypots on the same physical system. High resource usage refers to
the need of a physical device set up for one speciﬁc honeypot,
and typically there is also a need for more software on the system (e.g. keyloggers) and other monitoring systems on the network
(e.g. IDS).
Simulation relates to the level of simulation, which can range
from limited simulation of services (basic) to a more comprehen-

2.3. ICS Security
We have already mentioned that existing ICS security techniques mainly focus on availability and the IT environment around
the infrastructure. However, there have been calls to move the focus from just availability to also focus on the security of the systems against malicious cyberattacks (Cárdenas et al., 2008). Previous studies have found that honeypots can be used to improve the
security of SCADA systems (Disso et al., 2013), which are a subset
of ICSs. But generally, honeypots are not often considered by ICS
security researchers. One of the main drivers for the security of
ICSs and critical infrastructure is standards and guidelines in conjunction with regulation. Standards like ISO 27019, IEC/ISA 62,443
and NIST SP 800-82 are generally used within an ICS environment.
Therefore, these documents are used by industry when deploying
and securing their ICS infrastructure.
It is clear from looking at the ICS security space that there
has been a lack of built-in security. This is understandable when
looking at it from the perspective that these systems were
not designed to be accessible aside from engineers working on
them, but as stated before, this has changed in recent times.
Bhamare et al. (2020) in their 2020 survey have mainly focused
on machine learning (ML) to improve upon ICS security. These approached range from risk assessment based on ML and ML to detect malicious communications within the SCADA environment to
Cloud-based computing for attack mitigation. However, to achieve
potent ML-based approached data is needed to train the system or
feed into the system. We feel that honeypots can greatly improve
this as, if deployed within the organisation, they can provide a lot
of useful real-time data of threats inside the network. When deployed outside the organisation or deployed with a research focus
within the organisation they can provide useful general data.
Generally techniques applied within the ICS space can be categorised as focusing on the architecture, strategy, attack modelling,
attack detection and attack categorisation (Ani et al., 2018). Especially with the trend to expose these networks and systems to the
Internet, thinking about these six categories becomes even more
important. All these areas have to work together and feed into each
other. Like within traditional IT environments, security should be
encompassed throughout the design. Relying on bolt-on security,
like SAv5 for DNP3, should only be viewed as temporary ﬁxes and
not be relied on for an extensive period. The inherent vulnerabil4
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Table 2
Key improvements between BlackEnergy versions (Khan
et al., 2016; Miller et al., 2021).

ities within ICS protocols such as DNP3, Modbus and IEC 61,850
should be tackled with security in mind from the design phase onward.
There is an immediate need for research and development
within the ICS security space. Research done with ICS testbeds
such as described by Green et al. (2020) will be important for
the future of ICS security and the security of our society. ICS security risks come from a socio-technical angle and requires an understanding of how stakeholder decisions from all levels impact
the security of these devices. There is a real complexity that stems
from the combination of devices and systems within critical infrastructure environments (Rashid et al., 2019). The introduction of
honeypots would enable further evaluation of threats and the adversaries behind them.

Feature
Plugins
Denial of Service
C2C Controller
Anti Virus Obfuscation
Kernel Rootkit
Bypass Driver Signing
Reside in Memory
Detect Virtual Environment
Detect Countermeasures

v1

v2

Lite

v3

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

3.2. BlackEnergy
3. ICS Attacks in practice
In December 2015 it was discovered that the BlackEnergy malware was used to attack electricity distribution companies across
Ukraine, which resulted in power outages that left more than
225,0 0 0 people without electricity (Department of Homeland Security, 2016; Khan et al., 2016). However, this was not the ﬁrst or
only time BlackEnergy was used in an attack. Within the United
States, an attack on critical infrastructure using BlackEnergy could
have had disastrous effects on the country, if gone undiscovered (ThreatStop, 2016).
In total there are four known versions of BlackEnergy. BlackEnergy version 3 (BE3), which was used in the Ukrainian ICS attacks, exploited vulnerabilities in Microsoft Oﬃce and propagated
through Microsoft Word documents via spear phishing (US-CERT),
and eventually managed to target the breakers of seven substations (Khan et al., 2016). Due to the ongoing political dispute between Ukraine and Russia, it is suspected that the Russian statesponsored the attack, although such involvement has not been
proved (Cherepanov and Lipovsky, 2016).
BlackEnergy is a notable example of how malware evolves over
time, rendering traditional defences ineﬃcient as the malware
evolves to evade new security measures. Since the ﬁrst version, it
has evolved into a complex multi-purpose piece of malware. Version 2 expanded the espionage, spam and fraud capabilities significantly, and used a modular design which allowed adversaries to
use plugins to customise the attack to speciﬁc targets (Khan et al.,
2016). The latest version (BE3) simpliﬁed the method is used to deliver the malware payload (ThreatStop, 2016). Further, it expanded
the functionalities it had to evade detection and used different
communication protocols. An overview of the BlackEnergy versions
and their evolving capabilities can be found in Table 2.

Over recent years, several high impact attacks on ICSs have
been carried out. Some examples of ICS attacks that happened
over the past 30 years are Salt River Project in 1994, Gazprom in
1999, Daimler Chrysler in 2005, Night Dragon in 2009, Rye Brook
Dam in 2015 and Triton in 2017. Within this section, we present
three important case studies of such attacks to highlight the potential impact that an attack on an ICS device can have in the
operation of industrial systems. We have selected these three attacks for their distinctiveness, and the level of coverage Stuxnet
and the Ukrainian attack have received. Stuxnet being an attack
that originated from within the organisation, the BlackEnergy on
the Ukrainian energy systems which exploited MS Word vulnerabilities and used a known piece of malware and Wolf Creek which
is a great example of how appropriate security measures are important to mitigate the possible effects of an attack.
3.1. Stuxnet
Stuxnet is widely recognised within the cybersecurity community and viewed as one of the most well-known ICS focused cyber attacks. After the discovery of Stuxnet, it has been stated the
world has entered in a new area of warfare and a pivotal moment
in cyber security (Langner, 2011). Stuxnet has been used as an argument to improve cybersecurity, to question the current international laws regulating this space (Richmond, 2011), and to explore
the future of warfare (Farwell and Rohozinski, 2011).
In 2010 Sergey Ulasen (Kaspersky, 2011) discovered malware
that targeted Iranian nuclear facilities, which is widely suspected
to be carried out as a joint military attack by the United States
and Israeltha (Nakashima and Warrick, 2012). Nevertheless, like
most cyberattacks, attributing it to a party is diﬃcult (Farwell and
Rohozinski, 2011). Unlike other pieces of malware seen before,
Stuxnet was much more complicated and did not have any intention to steal data but instead had the objective to destroy a
physical target (centrifuges) and delay the Iranian nuclear program (Collins and McCombie, 2012; Langner, 2011). This made
the security world aware that cyberattacks can impact the physical and virtual worlds alike. Further, according to Farwell et al.
(Farwell and Rohozinski, 2011), Stuxnet has been the ﬁrst malware
of the ’ﬁre and forget’ generation, as it designed to work in a quasiautonomous manner. This increased the spread rate also lowered
the control the adversary has over it. The initial infection happened
via a USB drive that was plugged in into a machine in the facility. Then the worm spread automatically over the local network
or USB drives connected to the systems with the ambition to further infect Windows computers on the network. Stuxnet exploited
four zero-day vulnerabilities (Kushner, 2013). Worldwide, it is believed there were around 10 0,0 0 0 systems infected by the dropper (Langner, 2011).

3.3. Wolf Creek
Unlike the Stuxnet and BlackEnergy attacks, the attack on the
Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation (2017) caused no disruptions to the facility itself. As with other nuclear power plants,
the operational systems are not part of the business network, and
the ICSs are not connected to the Internet (Caravelli, 2019). This
shows that an ICS environment that is separated from the IT network is better protected, however, with the current trend this
separation is seen less and less. To gain a foodhold in the network emails containing malicious documents sent to senior industrial control engineers, through which the adversaries, supposedly, wanted to map the network for further attacks on the facility (Perlroth, 2017).
Despite the increasing awareness from governments and international agencies, the attack against the Wolf Creek plant highlights the challenge of tackling such threats. Around the same time
as the Wolf Creek attack, a dozen of other U.S. power plants were
breached by adversaries (Riley et al., 2017). While in this case,
5
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Table 3
Comparison between Stuxnet, BlackEnergy and Wolf Creek.
Characteristic

Stuxnet

BlackEnergy

Wolf Creek

Windows Vulnerability
Phishing
Zero-Days
Propagated Internally
Originated on the Internet

x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x (4)
x

pean Union’s NIS Directive which is discussed in the next chapter.
Alongside these legal requirements, there are several international
guidelines that can be followed and certiﬁcations that can be obtained to prove an organisation has taken necessary steps to protect their systems. However, these do not stem from legal requirements they can be used for compliance with the legal obligations.

x
x

4. ICS Cyber security standards and guidelines
Despite the increasing cyber threats against critical ICS infrastructures, many ICS operators appear hesitant to adopt security
standards and best practices due to increased cost and management overhead (Knowles et al., 2015). Given the criticality of ICS
facilities to national security, many governments decided to mandate security measures and regulate their implementation through
legislation (Harrop and Matteson, 2015). For instance, the U.S. Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) operates the
Chemical Facility Anti-Terrorism Standards (CFATS) (Department of
Homeland Security, 2011) to regulate the security of high-risk
chemical facilities, while the security of Nuclear Facilities is regulated by the policies of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) (US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 2010). Such legislation
often describes the high-level security requirements and procedures, but not the actual techniques through which security measures should be realised.
In this section, we provide an overview of some of the most
comprehensive international ICS cyber security best practises, and
we explore where honeypots are included in these standards. We
give an overview of U.S., Canadian, Spanish, French and German
best practices and give an in-depth analysis of the U.K. Cyber Assessment Framework (CAF). Although these are best practices, several of these guides are used as a baseline for adherence to regulations such as the EU NIS Directive. Afterwards, we introduce several well-known guidelines of organisations that are often referred
to within governmental documentations.

none of the systems that are part of the manufacturing zone were
compromised, there was still a severe threat. If one of the infected
devices were to be connected to the network controlling the manufacturing zone, the malware could have spread to the ICSs and
have caused catastrophic failure. Therefore it is of uttermost importance that all systems connected to the facility are suﬃciently
protected and monitored. Once malware is spotted in the network,
proper acts of mitigation have to be taken as soon as possible to
prevent further breaches.
3.4. Analysis of Stuxnet, BlackEnergy and Wolf Creek attacks
As visible within the discussed ICS attacks, there are many ways
for adversaries to gain access to a system. Perimeter defence is, although useful and necessary, ineffective against a range of attacks.
There is a need for improved security that goes beyond the usage
of traditional tools and devices such as anti-viruses and ﬁrewalls.
These systems will have to adapt to the tools adversaries use, similar to how adversaries adjust to new security mechanisms. Currently, security is continuously catching-up.
Attacks like Stuxnet leveraged an accomplice to physically enter the plant and plug in a USB drive into a system, which circumvented perimeter security measures and allowed the malware
to spread through the network without being detected. Due to its
approach, the detection became even harder, as there were no abnormal patterns or traﬃc from outside the facility on the network.
Only deep within the network traﬃc, there would have been evidence of suspicious code being transmitted. BlackEnergy introduced the word to yet another type of malware, a modular form
that can be modiﬁed for a speciﬁc attack.
The impact of BlackEnergy is undeniable, and its continually
evolving nature poses substantial security threats. As mentioned
before, traditional security software relies on signatures and constant updates when new forms of malware are detected. Continuous monitoring of application behaviour and network traﬃc provides a certain level of security, but once malware intrudes the
network, it can be challenging to remove it altogether. An effective
way to limit the potential impact of an infected system is by blocking connections to the Command and Control (C&C) server, either
by quarantining the system or by limiting outside communication.
Nonetheless, identifying the new malware variants as quickly as
possible is imperative in defending against such attacks. The MS
Word vulnerability exploited in the Ukrainian power plan attacks
was leveraged by using spear-phishing, for which the security lies
with the end-user (Hong, 2012). Traditional security measures are
generally ineffective against this form of attack, and the infection
of the system on which the ﬁle is opened is nearly unavoidable.
The spread of the infection through the network was, from that
moment, imminent. The attack on the Wolf Creek power plant
also used spear-phishing to get into the network, but luckily the
threat was limited due to other security measures in place. Although if one of those infected computers were to be connected
to the manufacturing zone, it would have spread nonetheless. A
general overview of differences can be seen in Table 3.
There are several legal requirements companies have to adhere
to regarding the security of their systems. One of these is the Euro-

4.1. U.K. Cyber Assessment Framework
In an effort to harmonise cybersecurity regulations across the
European Union (E.U.), the European Commission introduced the
Network and Information Security (NIS) Directive (The European
Commission, 2016). The NIS Directive is EU-wide, which means
that every E.U. state has to adopt it in their national legislation.
Several countries adopted a different strategy for their critical infrastructure (BMI, 2013; NCSC, 2019) since cybersecurity needs differ from other sectors of the economy. It was adopted in 2016, and
all members had to transpose it by 2018 (The European Parliament
and The Council of The European Union, 2019). The United Kingdom has produced the Cyber Assessment Framework, one of the
most thorough implementations of the NIS Directive. Although the
CAF is very extensive, it does not discuss the application of honeypots as a defensive technique.
The U.K. Cyber Assessment Framework is compiled by the U.K.
National Cyber Security Council (NCSC), to assess the security of
critical national services and infrastructure. The framework further
notes that ”cyber threats to UK CNI represent an area of particular
concern for the government, and consequently the cybersecurity
and resilience of the thirteen CNI sectors is a high priority for the
NCSC.” One of the examples is the civil nuclear sector, which has
its own cybersecurity strategy (Department for Business Energy &
Industrial Strategy, 2017), SyAPs (ONR, 2021) and Technical Assessment Guides (TAG) such as the Preparation for and Response to Cyber Security Events TAG (Oﬃce for Nuclear Regulation). Although
the EU NIS Directive does not require this, the U.K. still puts emphasis on the importance of the critical infrastructure sector. This
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shows the commitment of the U.K. to assess and advise the industry on their cyber security and demonstrate the critical impact
potential incidents might have on the country.
The CAF is divided into four main objectives, which are, in turn,
broken down in several principles.

approach to discover cyber events is necessary. Flagging deviations
from regular interactions, such as users logging in outside of working hours and unexpected traﬃc should be a trigger for further investigation.
4.1.4. Minimising the impact of cyber security incidents
The ﬁnal objective set out in the Cyber Assessment Framework focuses on minimising any adverse effects a cybersecurity
incident might have on the network or organisation. As incident are almost unavoidable, even with top-of-the-line security in
place (Wells et al., 2014), restoring the regular operation of the
business is vital to minimise the ﬁnancial and reputation losses.
When an incident has occurred, aside from reporting it to the
regulator, the organisation should take steps to understand the root
causes and make sure suitable mitigating actions have been taken.
The aim of investigating the cause of an incident is to be able to
prevent the root cause on a business wide-scale rather than only
patch the affected system itself.

4.1.1. Managing security risk
This objective provides companies with information on how to
manage cybersecurity risks. It assists them to have appropriate
policies, structures and processes in place to mitigate and manage risks to the systems. It is further divided into Governance, Risk
Management, Asset Management and Supply Chain.
A deﬁnition for risk has to consist of multiple elements, as risk
relies on several factors within cybersecurity. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), one of the leading regulators regarding cyberspace in the U.S., deﬁnes it as ”A measure of
the extent to which an entity is threatened by a potential circumstance or event, and typically a function of: (i) the adverse impacts
that would arise if the circumstance or event occurs; and (ii) the
likelihood of occurrence.” (NIST, 2012) The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) state within the ISO/IEC 31010:2019 standard (ISO, 2019): ”risk is often described in terms of risk sources,
potential events, their consequences and their likelihoods.” And the
UK NCSC deﬁnes risk as: ”possible future outcomes that we can
describe in terms of their chances of occurrence, and what impact
they would have on us.” (NCSC, 2018) These three deﬁnitions put
emphasis on the impact or consequence of an event and its likelihood. Reducing risk should, therefore, focus on reducing the probability of an event occurring and the potential impact it might have
on the organisation.

4.2. U.S. NIST Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure
Cybersecurity
The U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
published the ﬁrst version of the Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity Framework in 2014 and revised it in 2017 and 2018 to reﬂect the evolving cybersecurity landscape and incorporate feedback from organisations (Barrett, 2018). NIST is a well-known organisation for standards and guidance, and several of its guides are
referenced in the CAF. Although NIST implementation is not subject
to enforcement, organisations such as the North American Electric
Reliability Corporation (NERC) does provide Critical Infrastructure
Protection (CIP) standards that are enforced. Many of these references back to NIST and their Special publications for further details on actions an organisation can take to incorporate the standards. The NIST Cybersecurity Framework is addressed to the organisations that rely on networked devices, including the sectors
of Information Technology, Industrial Control Systems (ICS), CyberPhysical Systems (CPS), and the Internet of Things (IoT). In addition to the NIST Framework, the Department of Homeland security
has also published a recommended practice to improve ICS security (Fabro et al., 2016).
The NIST framework focuses on ﬁve functions:

4.1.2. Protecting against cyber attack
Within the second section of the CAF Principles and Guidance,
the objective is to protect the business against a cyber attack. It
aims to have proportionate security measures in place to protect
the systems. This objective is further broken down to Service protection policies and processes, identity and access control, data security, system security, resilient networks and systems and staff
awareness and training.
When securing a system, the NCSC discusses three main ways
vulnerabilities emerge: ﬂaws, features, and user errors. Keeping
software up to date is vital in limiting vulnerabilities through defects in the program. As mentioned before, it can be diﬃcult keeping critical infrastructure up to date as powering off the system can
have signiﬁcant ramiﬁcations (Cavusoglu et al., 2008). Protection
against cyber-attacks does not stop at the security of data and systems but also covers the actions after a system fails or is compromised. Preparations to ensure critical business functions can continue to have to be in place when accounts are compromised, or
systems have been infected.

• Identify: Understanding of business needs, critical resources and
risks.
• Protect: Implementation of necessary protection mechanisms to
safeguard critical operations and services.
• Detect: Detection of anomalous activities and attacks, identiﬁcation of attack targets and methods, and monitoring of external
service providers to determine external threat vectors.
• Respond: Actions were taken to stop and mitigate the impact of
potential security-related events.
• Recover: Recovery to normal operations and restoration of any
services impacted by a cybersecurity incident.

4.1.3. Detecting cyber security events
Objective C of the Cyber Assessment Framework covers the
capabilities an organisation should have to detect cybersecurity
events. When all security measures fail, the detection of the malicious user and his actions within the network or system as quickly
as possible is key (Mukkamala et al., 2005).
An organisation should monitor the security status of its networks and systems in order to detect potential security problems.
After the collection of logs and potential security problems, an organisation should use appropriate tools and analysis to detect any
indicators of compromise within them. The NCSC outlines the continuous activity required to maintain the security of the organisation and an effective ongoing change within the operational security of an organisation is vital. Apart from monitoring, a proactive

While the main framework does not specify how the above
functions should be implemented, it refers to NIST Special Publications (S.P.s) that provide implementation details. It is also interesting to note the similarity of these functions to the objectives set
out within the CAF.
NIST SP 800-53 (Joint Task Force Transformation Initiative, 2013) provides a comprehensive catalogue of tools that can be
used to support the cybersecurity functions of federal information
systems and organisations. The tools are divided into 18 different
categories of security controls that can be used to satisfy the functions of the NIST
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NIST recommends the use of honeypots only by specialised entities using non-operational equipment in highly isolated network
partitions because potentially misconﬁgured honeypots can allow
attackers to circumvent other security measures through lateral
movement attacks. However, NIST SP-800-160 (Ross et al., 2019)
on Developing Cyber Resilient Systems recommends maintaining
a full-scale deception environment that encompasses honeypots,
honeynets and decoy ﬁles. According to NIST, deception to create
false targets combined with analytic monitoring to detect traﬃc to
those targets could have hindered the 2015 attackers from opening the substation breakers and disrupt power distribution. Such
a measure could have been implemented by developing honeypot
Human-Machine Interface (HMI) screens integrated with an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) both for the O.T. and the ICS of the
power plant. A similar deception strategy could have been effective
in misdirecting the malware in the 2016 attacks from providing the
intruders with a Command Line Interface (CLI) and interactive services on HMIs.
The NIST guidelines on the proper use of honeypots underline the importance of understanding the complexities of deploying honeypot-based defences in sensitive ICS. While deception
and misdirection can be critical in slowing down catastrophic attacks or preventing them altogether, the potential risks necessitate
meticulous planning and expertise.

is to support organisations by providing good practices when implementing security measures. Within the guide, several myths are
examined; one of those is that the isolation of ICS devices means
they are protected. Similar to the other guides, it mentions areas
such as asset management and risk analysis, monitoring and detection, and incident handling.
4.3.5. German Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik
The German Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik (BSI) has several resources for ICS security, which includes general recommendations, recommendations for operators and recommendations for manufacturers (Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik). The general reference guide for ICS security is
the ICS Security Compendium (Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik, 2013), which establishes a general framework
for the industrial sector. It acknowledges the mixture of ICS with
traditional I.T. systems and the Internet as a signiﬁcant change in
the operation and security of industrial control systems. There is a
focus on lack of monitoring, lack of awareness, malware, maintenance laptops and phishing.
4.4. Other well-Known cyber security guides
The following are examples of other guidelines referenced
within the CAF that are ICS focused or are generic guides for system security. We have selected these based on their relevance to
the potential use of honeypots within the objectives of the discussed national guidance, which we explore in more detail later
in this section.

4.3. Other national guidance and regulation
4.3.1. Public Safety Canada ICS Cyber Security: Recommended Best
Practices
Public Safety Canada released TR12-002 to provide SCADA
and ICS professionals with both administrative and technical
best practices related to the cybersecurity of industrial facilities (Public Safety Canada, 2012). Their best practices start by understanding the risks an organisation faces, which includes cyber
threats. To this extent, it is important to gain awareness of these
threats and which actors are actively targeting the systems. The
areas covered are similar to the ones found within the NIST Cybersecurity Framework and U.K. Cyber Assessment Framework.

4.4.1. ISO 27001
The ISO 270 0 0 certiﬁcation range is one of the most known certiﬁcations within cybersecurity, and companies often pursue them.
Within these, the 27001 covers the information security management aspect. It has been designed to help organisations with the
implementation and continuous improvement of their information
security management system. When linking back to the CAF, the
ISO 27001 standard ﬁts in with objective A (managing security
risks).

4.3.2. Spanish National Cybersecurity Institute
The Spanish National Cybersecurity Institute or INCIBE, has
published several guides for industrial control systems. One of
them covers protocols and network security in ICS infrastructures (INCIBE, 2017), and another one describes the implementation of low-interaction honeypots for ICS security (INCIBE, 2019).
The honeypot implementation guide focuses on the requirements
and implementation of ICS honeypots. However, it is limited to
low-interaction honeypots. We do feel it is a step in the right
direction to introduce ICS professionals to the use of honeypots
within their environments and hope for increased guidance from
all appropriate bodies.

4.4.2. ISO 27002
ISO 27002 builds upon ISO 27001 and is designed to aid organisation in the selection of controls to implement an information
security management system or to guide organisations into implementing standard security controls. It also focuses on the development of information security management guidelines within an
organisation. ISO 27002 is referred to for objectives C and B of the
CAF.
4.4.3. ISO 27019
As part of the ISO 270 0 0 range of guidance, ISO 27019 is based
on ISO 27002 and provides guidance for process control systems
that are used within the energy industry. These systems include
PLCs, sensors, ﬁeld devices, advances metering infrastructure and
many others that are used to control and monitor processes involving electricity, gas, oil and heat. It is used within objective B5
of the CAF.

4.3.3. Portuguese National Cybersecurity Framework
The Portuguese National Cybersecurity Centre published their
National Cybersecurity Framework to allow organisations to reach
a mature level of cyber security (Portuguese National Cybersecurity Centre, 2020). It highlights the same ﬁve domains as the NIST
guidance: identify, protect, detect, respond and recover. And similar to the UK CAF it identiﬁes subareas such as risk management,
asset management, monitoring, detection, response and recovery.
Akin to INCIBE, it also mentions honeypots for anomaly detection.

4.4.4. IEC 62443-2-1:2010
The International Electrotechnical Commission’s 62443-2-1
standard focuses on the establishment of an industrial automation and control system security program. The IEC recognises the
weaknesses in ICS due to the adoption of commercial off the
shelf technologies, which tend to be more vulnerable to cyber attacks (Jenney, 2013). This standard can be used within objective A
and B (Defending systems against cyber-attack) of the CAF.

4.3.4. ANSSI Managing Cybersecurity for ICS
The French Agence National de la Sécurité des Systèmes
d’Information (ANSSI) published their guide to Managing Cybersecurity for Industrial Control Systems (Agence nationale de la sécurité des systèmes d’information, 2012). The purpose of the guide
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4.4.5. NIST Information Security Continuous Monitoring (ISCM)
The focus of the ICSM lays in maintaining the ongoing awareness of information security within the organisation; this relates to
vulnerabilities, threats, and management decisions. The Information Security Continuous Monitoring publication ﬁts under Objective C principle C1 of the CAF, which focuses on security monitoring.

strengthen several of the objectives mentioned within these documents. An overview of how honeypots can contribute to the CAF
can be found in Fig. 3. Unlike the NIST framework, the CAF does
not directly mention honeypots. We will use the CAF as a guide to
establish where honeypots can ﬁt within regulation and guidance.
4.5.1. Managing security risk
The ﬁrst section of the CAF, covering security risk, mainly focuses on policies and processes. Although honeypots can undoubtedly be part of these policies and procedures to, deploying them
does not satisfy any portion of this objective. Therefore, we will
not go in-depth on this objective.

4.4.6. NIST Computer Security Incident Handling Guide
The Computer Security Incident Handling Guide is aimed at the
handling of cyberattacks that even with proper security measures
have been able to succeed. Incident handling is vital in reducing
loss and destruction and mitigating exploited vulnerabilities. Linking this guide back to the UK CAF, it can be used within both principles of Objective D (Minimising the impact of cybersecurity incidents).

4.5.2. Protecting against cyber attack
The second objective of the CAF and the protect function of
the NIST framework cover security measures that are in place to
protect the organisation against cyber attacks. Within the CAF, we
have identiﬁed three sub-objectives within this area where honeypots can be of value. Honeypots can be leveraged within objectives
B.2, B.4 and B.5. Due to their nature, they can aid in the detection
of unauthorised access (Fabro et al., 2016), as people within the
network could potentially try to access the honeypot. Within the
system security, objective honeypots can be used to detect and remove malware, identify attacks that exploit vulnerabilities. A segregated network of honeypots can perform these functions without increasing, and can even be leveraged to reduce, the risk to the
critical systems. When a honeypot gets targeted, it can also provide
information that allows the organisation to respond to changes in
risk.
Therefore, we can say that although honeypots, unlike other
security systems, are not capable of protecting against attacks by
themselves but require an analysis of their data which can then
be used within security systems. Once you know who is attacking
your network, and how they are doing it, you can more effectively
defend against these threats.

4.5. Honeypots in the context of ICS standards and guidance
As explored at the beginning of this paper, ICS attacks could
have devastating effects. In the previous section, we have explored
several pieces of ICS security standards and guidance, and this section further explores where honeypots can ﬁt within these. Although we have surveyed several different documents, only NIST
and the Spanish National Cybersecurity Institute mention honeypots, brieﬂy. This is an indication that, particularly within an ICS
environment, honeypots are yet to be implemented widely. This is
surprising as honeypots can ﬁt within many of the objectives outlined and can provide a unique approach to security. Within this
subsection we explore how honeypots can ﬁt within areas mentioned within these guidance.
New approaches to the security of ICS that are able to predict
and protect against new attacks are necessary. These approaches
should rely on real-time data that can be used to detect malicious traﬃc automatically. This information can then be used to
update ﬁrewalls, IDS, etc. A possible concept to gather the data is
through the use of honeypots. A recent example of the capabilities
of honeypots in an ICS environment is the ICS honeypot deployed
by Cybereason, which alerted us of the dangers of multi-stage ransomware (Barak, 2020). The goal of the honeypot was to gather
information on tactics, techniques, and procedures used by statesponsored groups. As evaluated previously, there have been publications from governmental organisations which covers the use of
honeypots for ICS. However, this guide focuses mainly on the deployment of low-interaction honeypots, which are generally easier to detect. We agree that low-interactive honeypots are generally used within production environments, however, we feel highinteraction honeypots and other honeypots that would generally be
considered ’research honeypots’ could be beneﬁcial within an organisation as well. Other guidelines from governments or international organisations do not include honeypots speciﬁcally, although
they can ﬁt within several areas.
In the example of NIST, Fig. 2 breaks down the security functions and sub-functions of the NIST framework that can beneﬁt
from the security controls linked to deception and virtualisation
technologies related to honeypots. These security controls include
Concealment and Misdirection to reduce the targeting capabilities of
adversaries, and Information System Monitoring to detect events occurring both at the perimeter and within the protected information
systems. Nonetheless, NIST does not include honeypot-based security controls in any of the three security baselines deﬁned in the
framework, even for high-impact information systems in terms of
conﬁdentiality, availability and integrity security objectives.
As stated previously, the NIST framework and the CAF have similar focuses, which are also found within the other national security guides we discussed earlier. We can also use honeypots to

4.5.3. Detecting cyber security events
As explored at the beginning of this paper, one of the primary
purposes of a honeypot is to lure adversaries to them. Because of
this, we can reasonably argue this objective is exceptionally suitable for honeypots. Honeypots inside the network can aid the organisation with the monitoring of the network, as a well-deployed
honeypot should receive both adversaries inside the network as
well as automatically mitigating malware. Setting up a separate
honeypot network with the purpose of capturing threats to the organisation is a clear example of proactive security.
This objective encompasses the main strength of honeypots,
their capability to detect security events. Generally, the more data
points available, the more comprehensive the data captured is. Detection should therefore not only lie within the operational network, as this means the adversary is already inside the network,
but should also include proactive approaches. Honeypots are one
of the most comprehensive forms of proactive event discovery, as
they can be made to replicate many different systems and entire
networks, which allows an adversary to behave like they were inside a real network. This information can then ﬂow back into the
previous subsection and help to inform possible actions that could
be taken to improve the protection of the network.
4.5.4. Minimising the impact of cybersecurity incidents
After an attack, it is vital to learn how the attacker got into
the system so any exploits can be patched. Although honeypots
cannot aid with the response and recovery of systems that have
been infected, they can provide a wealth of information relating to
the incident. This can include further details on the adversary or
9
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Fig. 2. The cyber-security functions of the NIST framework which can beneﬁt by the deployment of honeypot-related security controls according to NIST guidelines for
mission-critical Federal Information Systems and Organizations (Joint Task Force Transformation Initiative, 2013).

even binaries used by the adversary during the attack. Having access to this binary can be of utmost importance. Attacks that happen within the honeypot network can also improve the operational
network. Therefore it is essential to learn from attacks happening
within this network as well.
A well-deployed honeypot, or network of honeypots, can also
be used within digital forensics and incident response training.
This further expands the capabilities of honeypots into a training
environment and shows their ﬂexibility. Additionally, once an organisation has been compromised, data collected by honeypots can
be handed over to appropriate bodies such as law enforcement for
further investigation. This means that even a small organisation
that does not have the resources or expertise to investigate the
logs captured actively can beneﬁt from the deployment of honeypots. Therefore, honeypots are undoubtedly be part of the D2 objective.

difference between honeypot implementations is which data they
can capture, for low-interaction honeypots that are linked to the
amount of interaction available to the attacker and the quality of
the emulation. When honeypots are poorly implemented, they can
easily be identiﬁed by more experienced attackers and will therefore not be able to capture data from high-proﬁle attacks or provide useless data (Krawetz, 2004).
Within this section, we give an overview of low-, mediuminteraction and high-interaction honeypots. The ﬁrst subsection
has an extensive overview of Conpot and other ICS honeypot implementations. During our research into these implementations,
we could clearly see that there is signiﬁcantly less research into ICS
speciﬁc high-interaction honeypots than into their low-interaction
counterparts.

5. Existing honeypot implementations

For the purpose of this survey paper, we have identiﬁed a range
of ICS honeypots implementations that have been published over
the years. Identiﬁcation has been done by constructing a search
query and using it on several academic databases such as IEEExplore and Google Scholar. Following search term was used:
(”industrial control systems” or ”ics” or ”scada”) and ”honeypot”
and ”implementation”
The result set consisted of 302 papers; these have then been
further distilled by eliminating papers that do not implement the

5.1. Methodology

Now that we have covered how honeypots ﬁt within ICS standards and guidance and they can be used within several objectives
of the CAF and other guidance, we take a closer look at studies
that have been done into ICS honeypots. We aim to look into the
real data these studies have gathered and drawbacks of their approach. Several studies have been conducted into honeypot platforms which show that some perform better than others. The main
10
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Fig. 3. The cyber-security functions of the CAF which can beneﬁt by the deployment of honeypot-related security controls.

discussed honeypot, are not discussing honeypots in-depth, or are
multiple entries of the same paper. This resulted in 60 possible
papers. Form these, several papers were not fully accessible, or did
not evaluate the honeypot implementation. These steps resulted in
30 papers that were accessible, and implemented and evaluated an
ICS honeypot.

Another
experiment
involving
Conpot
by
Kuman
et al. (2017) which combined Conpot with OSSEC (a host IDS)
and IMUNES (a network emulator) to create a honeynet that
simulates an ICS. The combination between a simulated ICS and
a simulated network could provide us with the opportunity to
have a high-interaction environment with lower risks and without
the need for signiﬁcant investment in infrastructure. During the
setup, the authors used the default Conpot template to emulate
a Siemens S7-200 PLC and a modiﬁed version of the template to
mimic an S7-300 PLC which had a vulnerability that was easy to
reproduce. The experiment had a duration of two weeks and the
bulk of registered activity consisted of port scans. No attempts
were made to exploit the S7-300 vulnerability, and the port scans
did not result in attacks on the system. The authors identiﬁed
one possibility of the lack of attacks as the limited time of the
experiment, which we noted as well.
The Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications
designed and implemented a more interactive ICS honeypot (Zhao and Qin, 2018) by improving on Conpot by focusing on
two aspects, Human Machine Interface and industrial protocols. A
simulation is used to provide the honeypot with data and activity to help it disguise itself further. Over 43 days they collected
over 13,0 0 0 requests, though which they managed to extract 244
IP addresses. Although their focus laid only on the improvement of
the S7comm protocol, the study has managed to gain a signiﬁcant
amount of requests. Further improvements could be made, such as
the implementation of more protocols and broader deployment of

5.2. Low- and medium-Interaction
The following 29 honeypot implementations are examples of
low- and medium-interaction honeypots we have identiﬁed within
our result subset. Several implementations use Conpot as a foundation, and others are developed for speciﬁc research purposes.
Jicha et al. (2016) performed an analysis of the effectiveness of
Conpot by installing it in several separate AWS zones. Within the
experiment, all ports were accessible, which would not simulate
a real-world environment. We would always suggest conﬁguring
honeypots in a similar manner to a production device in order to
gain the most accurate information. Overall, 12 Conpot honeypots
were deployed, six Siemens S7-200 ICS and six Guardian AST gas
pump monitoring system, over ﬁve different AWS locations. The
authors noted that many more ports, such as 25 and 514, were
found to be open through a Nmap scan, which resulted in them to
believe Conpot is susceptible to Ubuntu default services. This again
leads to an easy method for attackers to detect they are probing a
honeypot instead of a real production system.
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the honeypot. Overall, we can see movement in the right direction,
improving interaction and simulating a production environment to
fool attackers.
A Conpot implementation in combination with an IDS
and a SCADA implementation was developed and tested by
Ponomarev and Atkison (2016). Conpot was used to represent an
ICS and pymodbus was leveraged to implement the SCADA part
of the ICS. Classiﬁcation algorithms were used to differentiate between attackers and engineers, which was done at two different client-server separation stages to differentiate between outside
and inside traﬃc. Overall, the purpose of this implementation lays
more in the possibility to classify traﬃc than the perfect replication of an ICS in a honeypot for attackers to attack. Therefore, we
cannot scrutinise how well implemented the honeypot is, but we
can see where the beneﬁts of a honeypot can lie with regards to
data analysing. The IDS achieved an accuracy of 94.3% with no false
negatives and 5.7% false positives. This shows a positive trend to
implement honeypots combined with machine learning to gather
and analyse data in order to warn system engineers when there is
a possible attack.
JPCERT, the Japan Computer Emergency Response Team, has implemented Conpot in a honeypot called THS to trace attacks and
prevent further infections within the network (Abe et al., 2018).
Their design uses Honeyd, to receive and classify packets, and perform actions based on the request it receives. ICS requests are forwarded from Honeyd to Conpot to provide attackers with interaction. The level of interaction, therefore, is limited to what Conpot
delivers and does not allow for full PLC interaction. One of their
evaluation cases involved the introduction of a computer infected
with Havex RAT malware. The malware successfully identiﬁed the
honeypot, due to the imitative ICS data sent from Conpot. Outgoing scans to the infected PC provided information related to the
OS and the open port. THS is able to detect scans directed to the
honeypot itself, but would not be able to detect attacks that affect other devices or do not send scan packets. When malware has
affected another PLC, which then sends commands to other PLCs,
the malicious activity would be revealed by THS by observing commands send within the network. If attackers were to write malicious software to the honeypot, THS would detect the malicious
payload and logs created can provide further information to identify the activity. Even actions to overwrite the payload to erase any
evidence, would be logged by the honeypot. We view this implementation as promising, and it shows the opportunities honeypots
can provide to defend the network. When an infected device enters
the network, the honeypot can detect the abnormal activity sent to
it and can provide useful information related to malware used to
target PLCs. Although, we still have to acknowledge that attackers
with a background in ICS would be able to spot the honeypot and
likely refrain from interacting with it. Therefore, targeted attacks
by experts could still succeed without the honeypot capturing any
data related to it.
In an experiment to study the ﬁngerprintability, ways a honeypot can be identiﬁed as a honeypot, of ICS honeypots (ZamiriGourabi et al., 2019), Zamiri-Gourabi, Qalaei and Azad demonstrate
the impact of the ﬂaws found in honeypots by scanning the Internet to detect GasPot and Conpot honeypots. These ﬂaws range
from the network delay and performance to further modiﬁcations
such as keyloggers that can be detected and bypassed by attackers.
Further, the limited amount of ICS protocols simulated can ﬂag attackers they are interacting with a honeypot. The primary detection mechanisms are default conﬁgurations, missing protocol features, unusual behaviour and the underlying platform. A query ran
on Shodan and Censys for one of Conpot its default conﬁgurations
(PLC name: Technodrome) resulted in 214 hits on Shodan and 185
on Censys. As a side-note, it is possible that many of those are for
testing purposes and not actively in use as honeypots. Although

it is certainly believable that there are active honeypots amongst
those results. Another signature of honeypots was identiﬁed as the
’last modiﬁed’ value of Tue, 19 May 1993 09:0 0:0 0 GMT, which
returned a combined result of 373 hits. Unusual behaviour is identiﬁed as an unnatural pattern; an example listed by the authors
included a steady -10% change of a value every hour. Discrepancies
in the underlying platform are identiﬁed as the support of multiple ICS protocols on a single host when those protocols belong
to different devices. The authors state that during their research,
they discovered that their method managed to detect GasPots that
were conﬁgured correctly, which shows that emulated devices can
be detected even when not running default conﬁgurations. Overall, the tool managed to detect 17 GasPots, and after manual veriﬁcation, they detected no false positives. This experiment proofs
that the conﬁguration and emulation of low-interactive honeypots
is key to their operation. When emulation is lacking, protocols are
not implemented which can be spotted by attackers and not properly conﬁguring honeypots (keeping default conﬁguration) is a signiﬁcant error as attackers also know many ICS speciﬁc honeypots.
Pliatsios et al. (2019) implemented an interactive ICS honeypot
based on Conpot that has the ability to replicate traﬃc as if it was
a real device. Their setup consisted of a real and virtual HMI, a Saitel RTU and Conpot to replicate a Saitel RTU. Both Conpot and the
virtual HMI run on a VM. To increase the level of emulation, Conpot uses the traﬃc data from the real RTU (by feeding pcap ﬁles
from the real RTU), and the virtual HMI generates requests for the
Conpot honeypot. The purpose of the real HMI is to allow an operator to monitor the status of the real RTU. Assessment was done by
implementing the honeypot in a real-world hydropower plant. The
honeypot managed to emulate the behaviour of the RTU, and the
virtual HMI successfully generated realistic traﬃc. Although the assessment did not include any interaction with the honeypot from
an attacker perspective, there were some interesting approaches.
Utilising real data to feed into a Conpot honeypot and emulating traﬃc based on actual ICS traﬃc undoubtedly makes the honeypot more realistic. The emulation itself would still have ﬂaws,
such as not supporting all ICS functions and not allowing for highinteraction; it is a step in the right direction. We could deﬁnitely
see a similar approach for a honeypot that is situated in a production environment, which possibly could capture malicious data
sent to all devices inside the network. It is questionable if an attacker would be deluded that they are interacting with a real device.
A
set
of
Conpot
honeypots
was
deployed
by
Ferretti et al. (2019) to analyse the interest towards ICS devices on the Internet. The authors note that Conpot is in its default
conﬁguration very easy to ﬁngerprint, which lowers their value.
Therefore, they have expanded upon and reconﬁgured Conpot its
implementation of ICS protocols to make it more realistic. The
implementation was veriﬁed by exposing it to Shodan, Shodan
did not ﬂag it as a honeypot and gave all instances a Honeyscore
below 0.2. Shodan uses Honeyscore to give an indication if a
device is likely to be a honeypot and uses characteristics of
known honeypots to determine this score, the value is a range
between 0.0 and 1 (Shodan). All honeypots were deployed behind
a remote endpoint and connected through it over a VPN via a
destination NAT rule. This method was used to deploy 11 honeypots. A further 20 honeypots were deployed on the cloud (10 in
the US and 10 in Asia). Over the four-month testing period, the
honeypots received a total of nearly 50 0 0 connections of which
most targeted S7, Modbus or EtherNet/IP. They have captured
1469 distinct IP addresses that speciﬁcally targeted ICS protocols
and identiﬁed 97 distinctive actors amongst them. 17.72% of the
IP addresses belonged to Shodan, and a further 6.63% to Censys.
Of all the connections made by unknown scanners 60% came
from Blackhost, a US hosting service, and nearly 90% of unknown
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actors (excluding cloud and hosting services) originated in China.
The results of this study reveal that the top 10 actors made 92%
of all ICS connections, which show that a handful of actors are
responsible for most ICS traﬃc. Generally, the honeypots received
only a handful of different request types, ranging from two to four
per protocol. This is generally the case with automated attacks.
We can see that the authors put effort into limiting the ability
to ﬁngerprint their honeypots, which pays off by gaining a fair
amount of connections. The implementation proofs to be useful to
gather information on automated attacks, but we feel that the lack
of variance in request types show that non-automated attacks are
rare.
An evaluation of Conpot is made by Dutta et al. (2020) in which
they examine its behaviour towards scanning attacks. A default
template of Conpot was deployed inside an organisational network
running on an Ubuntu machine. Both Zenmap and Nmap were
used to scan for open ports on the machine and gave the same
results. Other scanning tools were used but did not manage to
produce similar results. None of the scanners was able to list all
open ports on the honeypot. Interacting with open ports, such as
FTP port 2121, created accurate logs within the honeypot. The authors note that Conpot is not as advanced as a host-based intrusion detection system, but provides adequate results. However, it
misses features such as notifying the network administrator when
an intrusion occurs. A possible solution to this problem is listed as
the implementation of OSSEC, which would complement the logging with extra data. This evaluation of Conpot is relatively limited, mainly because it does not include a real attack on the honeypot itself, but does show that the ICS services can be found by
scanning the open ports. The introduction of an intrusion detection
system on the Conpot machine itself is a well-thought addition and
should, in our opinion, be included in any low-interaction honeypot.
Wang et al. (2019) designed a honeynet-based IDS to capture
traﬃc and study it through machine learning. The system uses several Conpot instances to capture the traﬃc on the system and extends on Conpot by implementing an intrusion detection module,
which uses an SVM trained model to categorise the traﬃc as malicious or benign. After training the model, it has been implemented
into the architecture and veriﬁed for accuracy. The model achieved
a peak accuracy after being trained with 4% of the data set of
nearly 90% with 90s training time and 80s testing time. However,
with 1% of the data set training time is reduced to 3s, testing time
is at 23.5s and accuracy remains on a similar level of 89.39%. Although we cannot comment extensively on the design of the honeynet, we can say that in a real implementation it would be relatively weak. Conpot, in its default conﬁguration, does not present a
wealth of possible interactions or obfuscation necessary to behave
like a real PLC. Nevertheless, this paper shows the usefulness of
honeypots in a more automated environment. Feeding the honeypot data through a machine learning algorithm and automatically
categorising it as malicious or benign will signiﬁcantly aid system
administrators in the security of their network. Although the accuracy of nearly 90% is not perfect, and there is no data given on
the false-positives generated, there is still room for further development.
A Gridpot honeypot, which leverages Conpot, to analyse
the threats on the smart grid is deployed by Kendrick and
Rucker (2019). The honeypot uses GridPot as an open-source honeypot framework, and it uses a honeypot and modelling layer to
integrate between GridLAB-D and Conpot. GridLAB-D is a powerdistribution simulator that uses algorithms to model and test
these systems. The system implements the following protocols
for the attackers to interact: HTTP, Modbus, S7COMM, SNMP and
IEC 61850. The environment used to deploy the honeypot consisted of an Oracle VirtualBox running GridPot on a Dell XPS desk-

top with a Windows 10 operating system. A test environment
was structured in a similar way but ran on an Ubuntu operating system rather than Windows. The model deployed was the
IEEE_13_Node_With_Houses, which consists of 13 nodes and 15
houses. In this setup, a node is a node on the network and a house
represents a single family home connected to the smart grid. Conpot was obfuscated to lower the ﬁngerprintability and present as
a more enticing target for attackers. The experiment lasted for 19
days with minimal interference, aside from a broken link between
Conpot and the modelling layer. In total, more than 9 million packers were captured, of much, the majority consisted of network
broadcasts, ARP and other standard traﬃc. After ﬁltering this data,
1.5 million packets remained. More than 50% of these packets originated from one cloud hosting company located in California, 3.6%
from an IP address registered in Russia. Overall, HTTP was the most
targeted protocol with Modbus being a distant second. Thirty-nine
unique addresses had multiple interactions with the honeypots,
ranging from repeat actions to further probing. After analysis with
Shodan, the honeypot had a HoneyScore of 1.0/1.0, meaning that
according to Shodan there is a very strong possibility the address
hosts a honeypot. From the HoneyScore, we can see that the implementation was subpar to other honeypot deployments and did
not manage to deceive Internet scanners. As a result, we can safely
say that traﬃc to the honeypot will be of much lower value. Welltrained attackers will generally refrain from attacking a system like
this, and automated tools might engage with it depending on the
script running. More effort has to be put in the obfuscation of the
honeypot, which should result is higher quality data.
In an aim to create resilient cyber-physical systems (CPS) BouHarb et al. (2017) propose an approach that unites both cyber and
physical environments. The main aim of the study is to leverage
real threat intelligence into the security of CPS, and the proposed
architecture consists of both a cyber and physical layer. Within the
cyber layer, dynamic malware analysis as an active measure and a
Conpot honeypot as a passive measure. The physical layer is similar to a generic CPS environment. However, it is extended upon by
implementing a CPS monitor to tap, gather and amalgamate data
ﬂows and coordinate with the threat detector to react to an attack.
A cyber-physical threat detector is implemented and receives data
from both physical and cyber layers to monitor all data and detect
attacks to the systems. We will focus on the honeypot implementation of this framework. To enhance Conpot and provide a realistic
CPS, the authors have implemented further emulation to include
CPS protocols. After a one month deployment, Conpot managed to
capture about 500 unique attackers which generated thousands of
events. Further analysis showed that 10 0 0 0 packets contained TCP
and UDP scanning attempts and 20 0 0 were TCP DoS attacks on CPS
protocols. Two of the three case studies done within the environment included the honeypot as an attack vector. The ﬁrst one consisted of an attacker attempting a privilege escalation attack on the
honeypot by exploiting the HMI session manager. Successful mitigation of the attack was done by blocking traﬃc originating from
the IP address. In the second case study, the attacker exploited the
SNMP to gain an overview of all operational services. When this
was successful, the attacker generated malicious Modbus request
to cause damage to the system. The countermeasure to this attack
was dropping the malicious requests and blocking traﬃc from the
IP address that exploited the system. We can clearly see that the
honeypot managed to capture a signiﬁcant amount of data, which
could contain valuable threat intelligence, during its short deployment. Further, we can see that attackers trying to exploit the honeypot were successfully caught, and the threat was mitigated. This
is a perfect example of how honeypots can be of extreme value
when combined with other systems. Although the honeypot implementation was fairly basic, the combination with the other aspects
of the system would make it an enticing target.
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A honeypot proposed and evaluated by Buza et al. (2014),
but we will focus on the more improved implementation of
Holczer et al. (2015), is based on a Siemens ET/200S PLC which
is emulated on a Ubuntu virtual machine. The PLC generally offers
three primary services, STEP7, HTTP(S) and SNMP. Both STEP7 and
HTTP(S) services are emulated in one emulated service, and SNMP
emulated as a separate service. They deployed the honeypot on a
public network in an attempt to obtain real traﬃc to the honeypot. It is noted that due to the deployment of the honeypot on a
university network, attacks explicitly targeting ICS would be rare.
After an eight-day test, no traﬃc was observed on either STEP7 or
SNMP ports. Attempts were made to access the SSH ports but were
blocked by the ﬁrewall. No speciﬁc PLC attacks were detected. The
one-month extended test produces similar results, except for a limited amount of traﬃc to the STEP7 port. A second short test, again,
provided no different information than the other tests. This implementation provides us with interesting information. The use of
a university network has a negative impact when trying to entice
attackers and make them think they attack a real organisation.
Serbanescu et al. (2015) deployed a research ICS honeypot over
the public Internet using the Amazon EC2 cloud. They used software emulations of ICS/SCADA devices. However, they admit the
goal of the emulation was not to mimic the devices perfectly
but rather obtain information on the overall threat landscape. We
would argue that to gain an in-depth and accurate overview of
the threats to ICS devices. One should portray their honeypots
as closely as possible to the device they want to mimic. Especially within the ICS environment where knowledgeable attackers
closely scrutinise the devices, they attack. The deployment within
the Amazon cloud infrastructure can also result in less valuable
data, as attackers should be aware that PLCs would not be deployed in those environments. We agree with their statement that
the cloud provides beneﬁts in terms of scalability, but efforts have
to be made to obfuscate the use of the cloud. It could also be argued that the deployment of multiple devices within one network,
instead of some spread over several Amazon EC2 regions, can aid
to entice attackers as a real production system would have multiple systems such as PLCs as well. Eighteen honeypots were deployed over eight EC2 regions, with most regions having either two
or three instances. Overall, 1092 Modbus connections and 1040 requests were made, around 22% of both originated from Shodan,
and more than 70% of other attacks originated from one other
server. All IEC-104 requests and 23 out of 34 port scans were conducted by Shodan as well. These results show a lack of real threats
probing and attacking the honeypot deployments.
Jaromin (2013) designed and implemented an industrial control emulator that acts as a decoy ﬁeld device. The PLC emulator
is implemented on a Gumstix single board computer running a
Linux distribution and emulates a web service on port 80, Modbus on port 502 and a host automation products (HAP) protocols
service on port 28784. Several iptables rules have been set up to
ﬁlter and queue the packets. Due to the focus on higher-level protocols, only web and HAP protocols were evaluated for an accurate representation of the target PLC. In general, we see that efforts have been made to emulate a PLC accurately, but there are
multiple shortcomings to make us conﬁdent that the honeypot is
a detailed representation of a PLC. The results showed a high level
of packet-level accuracy for the implemented services; the honeypot also performed well in the scenarios conducted to evaluate
the accuracy at both scanning and attack levels. An area where
the emulator fails to perform similar to the PLC is response times,
which were more than 98 times slower for some workloads on the
Gumstix compared to the PLC. In standard honeypot scenarios, the
slower response of the Gumstix was negligible. Based on this research, we can identify a possible well-performing honeypot if further development is conducted.

The Symbolic Cyber-Physical Honeynet or SCyPH was presented
by Redwood et al. (2015). It is designed to entice attackers, enhance the screening and coalescence of attack events and more.
They emulate cyber-physical systems (CPS), implement a SCADA
HMI, and provide logging and anomaly detection. The primary target is the HMI, which is integrated with the CPS and uses a web interface to allow interaction. The whole framework is modular and
allows for the implementation of other systems. All actions taken
on the HMI are represented on the CPS so that the attacker can see
the result. Gridpot was used in conjunction with the framework to
demonstrate its capabilities. MMS, GOOSE and Modbus protocols
in IEC 61,850 were emulated as services for the attacker to interact
with. An attack was launched with speciﬁcally written malware,
which successfully changed the state of an intelligent electronic
device switch in one of the simulated substations. One interesting action taken by the authors was the exploitation of a vulnerability within the HMI software, which shows the importance of
correctly emulating software within honeypots as attackers would
have knowledge of such exploits and actively try to use them. All
actions and binaries used within the system are logged and available for a forensic replay of attacks. This framework is promising
and adaptive due to its modular nature. For proper emulation of
devices, a signiﬁcant amount of work has to be done, and nondiscovered exploits would not be able to be implemented. This
might allow attackers to ﬁngerprint the honeypot. In general, we
view this framework as promising but note the hard work needed
for proper implementation.
To investigate the extent of malware and attacks targeting critical infrastructure, Berman and Butts (2012) presented a honeypot based on Gumstix technology which emulated an ICS ﬁeld device. The Gumstix was programmed to support Modbus communication following RFC speciﬁcations to incorporate standard function codes. When the honeypot receives a message, it will respond
in an appropriate manner, e.g. valve closed. Unrecognised function
codes are responded to by an unrecognised function code error
code. All non-Modbus traﬃc (any port aside from 502) is logged
but not responded to. Nmap scans returned the expected results
but failed to recognise the honeypot was running on a Linux OS.
This approach has its merits and provides a low-cost and lowmaintenance PLC honeypot, but may not be effective against attackers with ICS knowledge, which the authors also acknowledge.
It could be useful to capture scanning attacks and malware that
automatically propagates throughout the network aiming to infect
PLCs. To accurately implement all the necessary function codes to
respond to Modbus communication, the conﬁguration would require a signiﬁcant amount of time. It has to be evaluated in the
time spend to implement the honeypot is worthwhile compared
to the information it would capture.
You et al. (2019) explored the use of honeypot data to characterise Internet-wide automated ICS attacks. To this regard, they
have implemented a minimal interaction honeypot, MirrorPot. The
honeypot generates a response based on the request, but the honeypot never parses the incoming requests. Their goal is to capture
the actions of automated scripts, not speciﬁc attacks executed on
the devices themselves. They deployed seven instances over the
world hosted on static ISP addresses with 26 ports running ICS
services. The most extended deployment lasted for 477 days, the
shortest for ten days. Five out of seven honeypots were active for
less than 40 days, which we deem insuﬃcient to gain usable longterm threat intelligence. For example, it can take Shodan several
days to fully index devices, with the initial scan potentially taking
days (Bodenheim et al., 2014). At the end of the experiment, 2.6%
of all requests (56 643 490) contained payloads, and only 5.3% of
attacks were targeted at ICS-related ports. Less than 20% of IP addresses were spotted more than twice, which shows that the number of targeted attacks was low. Although the experiment resulted
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in some impressive results, such as more than 20 common ICSrelated attack patterns, we still believe that the experiment overall
lacks on the implementation side. Many ICS attacks are targeted,
and attackers with knowledge of ICS easily spot weak emulations.
Due to the short lifespan of most honeypots (less than 40 days),
we feel that there was not enough time for those honeypots to be
appropriately indexed and scanned. There is also a discrepancy in
the data, showing 477 days as the most prolonged duration, but
the authors claim a 418 days duration. Further, they claim they ran
seven honeypots for 418 days when the majority of those ran for
less than two months.
Mimepot (Bernieri et al., 2019) is, according to its developers, a
cyber-physical honeypot that is able to simulate physical processes
and leverages SDN to provide a future-proof approach. It consists
of two modules, Mime Plant and Mime E&C. MimePlant is the network node which simulates the PLC, whereas Mime E&C simulates
a SCADA workstation which regulates the plant behaviour. Both
modules have to be implemented separately, so they are able to
produce network traﬃc similar to a production network. SDN is
used to redirect malicious traﬃc to Mimepot, and to obfuscate the
IP addresses of the real devices to fool the attacker into thinking
they are attacking the real device. Their evaluation consisted of attacking Mimepot and changing the conﬁguration. Attacks are successfully redirected to the honeypot, and attackers are able to see
changes based on their requests. The introduction of SDN shows
an excellent example of how other techniques can beneﬁt honeypots, the redirection and obfuscation could fool an attacker to a
certain level and protect the infrastructure. We believe that the
general evaluation is lacking as the attacks were not carried out
by unknowing attackers. Therefore they do not correctly replicate
a real attack. The authors know what functions are supported by
the honeypot and would have shown a different approach. More
research has to be done into the robustness of Mimepot, as it is
not clear how in-depth the implementation of the ICS protocols is.
HosTaGe (Vasilomanolakis et al., 2016) is a honeypot developed
by Vasilomanolakis et al. and is categorised as a lightweight lowinteraction honeypot for mobile devices aimed at detecting malicious devices. They have adapted HosTaGe to support ICS networks by supporting the emulation of ICS protocols (Modbus, S7,
HTTP, SNMP Telnet, 5MB and SMTP). The implementation of these
protocols looks extensive, but we still doubt that the implementation would have been perfect and therefore, attackers could notice
missing features, vulnerabilities and others. HosTaGe has a built-in
detection mechanism to detect attacks directed at a single protocol, multiple protocols (based on the same source) and based on
the payload sent to the device. It captures the packets and connection requests it receives and generated signatures when it detects
an intrusion. Those signatures can be sent to a Bro IDS. In comparison with Conpot, HosTaGe generally received more traﬃc over
the same period on all protocols except Modbus and was also able
to detect unique malicious IP addresses. We would like to point
out that the experiment was set up without any ﬁrewalls between
the honeypots and the Internet, which would be a signiﬁcant red
ﬂag for experienced attackers. However, the goal of the experiment
was to identify automated attacks towards ICS devices and therefore, it might not have made a signiﬁcant difference. The authors
note that Shodan was able to scan the honeypots during their tests
but only managed to identify Conpot as a honeypot. This approach
presents us with an interesting aspect, the generation of signatures
and evaluation of malicious data on the honeypot, which is subsequently sent to a connected IDS. The purpose of honeypots is to
capture data. Because of this, they are only as useful as their data
and how the data is used. When data can be evaluated in realtime, it is at is the most-valuable point, as administrators are then
able to mitigate an attack while it is happening.

iHoney (Navarro et al., 2018) is an ICS honeypot designed by
Navarro, Balbastre and Beyer to mimic a real ICS infrastructure as
close as possible. The authors decided to simulate a water treatment plant, and therefore the design of the infrastructure followed the same process as it would have done in an actual plant.
iHoney consists of three modules, the ICS system, simulation system and monitoring infrastructure. The ICS system consists of a
SCADA server, PLC control network, and the associated ICS protocols. The plant is simulated within the simulation system to generate realistic outcomes in real-time and allows for interaction as a
real plant operator would have. Monitoring is done by a Network
Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) and Host-based Intrusion Detection System (HIDS) on the network and exposed SCADA server respectively. To further lower the ﬁngerprintability, the HIDS is hidden behind a legitimate program which checks the communication
status of the PLCs. The authors note that several concessions had
to be made; for example, they had to be a balance between the
complexity and realistic simulation of the system. This shows one
of the main drawbacks of low-interaction honeypots, but this emulation looks well-thought and well-implemented. The honeypot
was exposed on the Internet for over two years and was attacked
on a daily basis. Most of the attacks were automated, which we
would expect on a low-interaction honeypot, and some attacks involved social engineering, which is a sign of advanced attackers.
Between July 2015 and September 2016, the initial exposure period, monthly IDS alerts mostly ranged between 10 0 0 and 10 0 0 0.
However, August, September and October peaked at more than
60 0 0 0 0 alerts monthly (with August generating over 1.3 million),
the authors identiﬁed a problem with the remote desktop protocol used which was substituted with a Virtual Network Computing
service afterwards. We can see a considerable amount of data gathered by iHoney, which looks like a well-designed honeypot. The
capturing of social engineering attacks show that attackers were
fooled by the honeypot and dedicated time to inﬁltrate it, which
proofs the detailed design and implementation was beneﬁcial.
In an attempt to discover which actors are scanning the Smart
Grid, Mashima et al. (2019) deployed ﬁve low-interaction honeypots on geographically different AWS instances. Their emulation
was relatively limited and included TCP listeners and simple server
programs for IEC 60870-5-104 and IEC 61,850 emulation. It was
veriﬁed that Shodan did not categorise the systems as honeypots.
This shows a lack of vetting on Shodan its part, as the limited
amount of interaction and services in combination with the deployment on an AWS IP address should be a signiﬁcant red ﬂag.
The honeypots were active for over six months and captured 6 GB
of ICS network traces. Weekly packet count was in the same range
with the exception of some spikes due to some of the honeypots
receiving a signiﬁcant amount of traﬃc for a short period. Multiple
attacks showed an identical approach, which leads to the conclusion that a similar tool must be used. In our opinion, this is also
an indicator of automated attacks with limited intelligence behind
it. The honeypots received a denial-of-service attack, and DNP3
and Modbus TCP scans. An interesting result of this experiment
is that there is little correlation between the daily traﬃc intensity
for the different geographical locations. This could be an indicator that scanning tools scan the Internet in geographical segments,
but this brings us little more information unless further analysis is
conducted. Overall we think this implementation is lacking effectiveness and the data analysis provides little results to be used to
increase ICS security.
A honeynet that is capable of emulating an entire smart
grid ﬁeld communication infrastructure was designed by
Mashima et al. (2017). Substations are simulated on a virtual
machine connected to a substation LAN, and OpenMUC is used to
implement the communication interface. The substation network
is emulated through Mininet, which runs on its own virtual ma15
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chine. Mininet virtual hosts are camouﬂaged by making them look
like IED devices, for this all packets are forwarded to a SoftGrid
virtual machine. Physical components of the power grid are simulated on a PowerWorld simulator. Traﬃc latency is close to a real
implementation, and frequency changes are handled dynamically
to emulate realistic changes to attackers. The honeynet is deployed
on an Amazon IP address and utilises a ring topology as it is most
frequently used. Fingerprintability was tested through means of
Nmap to detect the operating system, and deployment of multiple
virtual machines on the same hosts to evaluate the effects a
high-load on one machine has on the others. The authors note
that running multiple virtual machines on the same hardware can
lead to the discovery of the honeypot and potential mitigation
for this is to host virtual machines with their own dedicated
processor core. It does not seem that the implementation was
utilised for data capturing purposes. We can clearly see the
authors aimed to create a honeypot that is comprehensive and
diﬃcult to detect. Implementing a honeynet, instead of a single
honeypot, dramatically increases the interaction and emulation,
which in turn should be more enticing for attackers. A statement
was made that the deployment on an Amazon IP address does not
increase the detectability of the honeypot, we disagree with this
statement as real ICS infrastructure would not be deployed in the
cloud. The use of AWS may result in data from automated attacks,
but these are generally of lower complexity than targeted attacks.
Our advice is to deploy ICS honeypots in an IP range that would
generally see ICS deployments.
IMUNES is a well-known network simulator and was used by
Haney and Papa (2014) to simulate a SCADA honeynet. The honeynet framework consists of two areas, the honeynet and the organisational network, and the former includes a honeywall and the
latter a standard ﬁrewall. Both areas are therefore strictly separated. Within the honeynet, there is a system dedicated for log collection and an IMUNES on FreeBSD Cluster running virtual PLC/RTU
nodes. Each of those nodes runs a JAMOD PLC simulator, honeyd
and Sebek for data collection. JAMOD is a Java Modbus library that
supports TCP, UDP and serial connections and is used to emulate
the PLC functions. To further enhance the emulation honeyd is
leveraged to simulate other operating systems and services such
as a login shell, and a management interface over HTTP(s). Snort
is deployed to monitor and capture traﬃc within the honeynet,
and generate alerts when signatures match a known attack. Sebek
is deployed within the honeypots to capture keystrokes and system interactions, to further analyse how attackers are exploiting
the system. This proposed framework presents us with some interesting approaches. First, using IMUNES to simulate the honeypots
and second to emulate a PLC through Java. Using IMUNES adds an
extra level of virtualisation that, in our opinion, can increase the
ﬁngerprintability of the honeypot and we would encourage anyone
implementing honeypots to refrain from adding layers of virtualisation when it is not necessary. Especially when working within
ICS environments. Although Java is an excellent programming language, in this case, the authors are doing something diﬃcult when
there is a tested alternative available. Honeypots like Conpot are
designed to emulate ICS devices and used in a wide range of implementations already. Further experiments have to be done to verify the capabilities if the honeynet performs well, it would open
possibilities for large honeynets with a small footprint.
TrendMicro (Wilhoit and Hilt, 2015) implemented a GasPot
honeypot to evaluate the attractiveness of SCADA honeypots for attackers. GasPot is designed to not look like a honeypot. Every deployed instance is unique, which makes it harder to ﬁngerprint.
It supports six commands and allows users to change values in
the simulation. They deployed GasPot instances on physical IP addresses (no cloud services) in seven countries: US, Brazil, UK, Jordan, Germany, UAE and Russia. Some deployments were designed

to be detected by Shodan to collect data on automatic attacks.
After deployment, they discovered a Pastebin post where people
shared information about the vulnerable instances deployed in this
research. This is very interesting and shows that there is a real
community amongst hackers. Attackers managed to exploit the
honeypots, change their names and perform other actions. Looking
at the source of the attacks, they were spread all over the world.
The implementation shows a lot of promise as useful data was
captured and presents possible avenues such as purposely leaking
information about a honeypot within hacker communities to gain
more data. All the honeypots were conﬁgured to resemble a real
device, and although these were emulated, the attackers did thoroughly engage.
In an effort to evaluate the eﬃciency of honeypots in the detection and evaluation of advanced threats, Wade (2011) implemented a test system based on the Digital Bond framework. The
honeypot is deployed on the university network, behind a Honeywall, and a Nmap scan correctly identiﬁed the services running
on the open ports (21/tcp, 80/tcp and 502/tcp). The services running on the honeypot include HTTP, FTP, Telnet, SNMP, VxWorks
Debugger and Modbus. VxWorks Debugger is a real-time operating system for embedded systems and designed to run on top of
another operating system. HTTP, FTP, SNMP and Telnet services are
partially implemented to lower the vulnerability of the system. On
the network, Snort is deployed for intrusion detection. The honeypot was running for 38 days, with seven days non-consecutive
of malfunctioning resulting in 31 days of data. Nearly 2 million
Snort alerts were generated over the deployment period, the majority of the alerts (97%) were generated by UPnP malformed advertisements which only affects older Windows systems. Of all
other alerts, the majority were UDP port scans and port sweeps
(2.8% of total alerts). The experiment concluded that there was no
speciﬁc interest in the SCADA services, and most attackers were
not aware of what operating system was running. The ﬁrst area we
would look in an aim to discover there was no ICS speciﬁc interest
would be the deployment of the honeypots on a university network, which are well known for hosting research honeypots and
not known for hosting ICS devices. Further, the emulation was adequate and should have presented itself in a similar way than other
low-interaction ICS honeypots.
Antonioli et al. (2016) have proposed a realistic virtual ICS honeypot that, according to them, allows for high-interaction by the
attacker. We can see that the honeypot mimics a real ICS architecture near perfectly, with a simulated network environment, PLC,
HMI and processes. Within the honeypot, they allow the attacker
to ﬁngerprint the device (e.g. Nmap, xprobe2) and obtain necessary
information, including IP addresses and ports, and protocols used.
There is no prevention for the attacker to obtain escalated privileges on the system, but the authors have limited their attacker
model only to include reasonable scenarios. The implemented honeypot is able to capture Man-in-the-Middle attacks, port scanning
and DoS attacks amongst others. Within this honeypot, we can see
the beneﬁts of emulating a real environment, as attackers have
more ways to interact and engage. Overall, we can see this is a
comprehensive implementation of a honeypot that should be able
to fool even higher level threat actors. However, some decisions
such as the use of weak SSH credentials and plaintext telnet authentication might be a red ﬂag. Nevertheless, we would not call
this an actual high-interaction honeypot, based on its virtual nature, but it does result in comprehensive attack data. We would
like to see a similar honeypot based on real devices to achieve
true high-interaction, with a possibility to emulate the processes
and network.
Simões et al. (2015) propose an emulated PLC honeypot that is
situated between operational PLCs (physically or logically). It aims
to divert attackers to attack it and actively report on the suspicious
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activity targeting it to the IDS. The honeypot focuses on Modbus
and runs both simulated and complete services that are generally
found on a PLC. Central to this honeypot is the Modbus API simulator, which provides the necessary Modbus functionality. Other
modules included are FTPD, SNMP and a module to detect probing activities (port scans) on the other TCP/IP ports. The location
of the honeypot is undoubtedly beneﬁcial in our opinion as they
would be in an environment that has real PLCs and the honeypot
should be in a prime position to capture malware that is propagating throughout the network. Due to the programmability and
conﬁgurability of Modbus API, they are able to mimic a wide range
of real PLCs and provide unique behaviour. There is also an event
monitor integrated within the honeypot to analyse the data captured. A module for remote management is also included to allow security staff to monitor the honeypot and allow for remote
actions. To prevent the attacker from using the honeypot as an attack vector, a ﬁrewall is implemented to deny connections from the
honeypot to the other systems but allow all incoming connections.
We can see this is a comprehensive emulation and provides a lot
of useful features. The location of the honeypot is one of its key
strengths, especially with the lowered risk to other systems due to
the ﬁrewall. Because there is no evaluation, we cannot comment
on the attractiveness of the honeypot and if attackers would be
able to detect it.
In an attempt to develop a new medium- to high-interaction
PLC honeypot Lau et al. (2016) developed XPOT to simulate a
Siemens S7 314C-2. They achieved high interactivity by supporting more than 100 MC7 different instructions and allow an adversary to load PLC programs on the honeypot. The authors note
that due to the fact that XPOT has to compile the bytecode, adversaries can easily spot the delay in execution compared to a genuine Siemens PLC. An evaluation of the honeypot was done by allowing six participants of a PLC programming and hacking course
to distinguish a real PLC from XPOT. Although participants were
not always sure what the correct behaviour of the PLC should be,
all participants correctly identiﬁed the XPOT when given access to
all tools and features. We can be reasonably sure that experienced
attackers would be able to identify XPOT as a honeypot without
many issues. This, again, shows the need for a near-perfect implementation and the beneﬁts of using a real PLC as a honeypot to
trick attackers into believing they managed to penetrate a real device.

the factory infrastructure. This might be linked back to our previous point. The implementation does show that even when we set
up a comprehensive ICS honeypot, we have to take into account
other actors and their malicious intents.
Aside from an emulated PLC honeypot, Simões et al. (2015) propose a high-interaction honeypot architecture where the attacker
interacts with a real PLC. However, it is not linked with any industrial processes. All traﬃc to the PLC is forwarded to an IDS, which
is more accessible due to the unencrypted nature of the Modbus
protocol and generates security events. The main advantage the authors’ list is the implementation of the real infrastructure for the
attackers to interact. The cost and complexity of the implementation, especially when there are multiple honeypot deployments, is
listed as one of the main disadvantages. Real PLC honeypots make
it harder for attackers to spot the honeypot if they never interact with the monitoring systems themselves. Attackers can interact
with the PLC in the same ways they would when they attack real
production infrastructure, which lowers the suspicion they might
be targeting a honeypot. The architecture is proposed in limited
form and not evaluated.
An operational technology honeypot designed and implemented
by Piggin and Buffey (2016) consisted of four major components:
control systems and process simulation, situational awareness and
forensics platform, the attacker’s infrastructure and the remote
monitoring infrastructure. They have designed a high-interactive
honeypot that allows the attacker for detailed interaction with the
honeypot and speciﬁcally designed it for forensic investigations.
The honeypot was designed to attract attackers and capture valuable, for which they developed an application to resemble real automated processes. After deployment, the honeypot managed to
capture ICS attacks related to the disruption of PLC data communications, an anonymous attack against the PLC originated from the
TOR network and password attacks using default vendor credentials to delete directories on the SCADA PC, amongst others. This
implementation shows the need to lure attackers to honeypot implementations that closely resemble production systems.
5.4. Summary of discussed implementations
We can identify the essential characteristics of ICS honeypots
that are important to adhere to in order to capture valuable data.
Looking into the low-interaction honeypots, we can see that the
data gathered by them is of relatively low value. The data captured
by these honeypots are generally limited to Internet-wide scans or
initial reconnaissance. When low-interaction honeypots are connected to the Internet, they can be used for high-level threat intelligence purposes and to gain information on how ICS devices
are scanned on the Internet, which can enable organisations to
limit the exposure of the organisation to these scanners. Within
the network, they could be able to spot automatic propagation of
malware that has already managed to infect a device on the network. However, when deploying low-interaction honeypots for any
purpose it is important to obfuscate the default signatures that
may be included in the platform used. For Conpot, the deployment that is most popular, there are a multiple of signatures we
have evaluated in previous work which range from signatures on
the HTTP emulation to information seen on the S7Comm protocol (Maesschalck et al., 2021). Due to the limited information that
is generally available within the papers we have evaluated we cannot provide an in-depth overview of the ﬁngerprintability of the
platform itself. Which is why, within this survey, we have mainly
focused on the environment the honeypots were deployed in.
High-interactive honeypot deployments are rarer than lowinteraction ones. This is mainly because of the higher cost, maintenance and development time. Nevertheless, they are able to provide a more realistic environment for attackers to exploit. Because

5.3. High-interaction ICS honeypots
The following three honeypots honeypot implementations are
high-interaction honeypots we have identiﬁed within our result
subset. High-interaction ICS honeypot implementations are clearly
less common than low-interaction variants, which can be explained by the high costs of equipment, and the level of knowledge
required to deploy and maintain them.
In a recent research paper by Trend Micro (Hilt et al., 2020), a
fake factory consisting of honeypots was set up to attract and capture real threats. Within the company, there were cellular routers,
protocol gateways, servers and HMI (virtual), and physical industrial control systems. Four PLCs were implemented, one Siemens
S7-1200, two Allen-Bradley MicroLogix 1100, and one GE Fanuc.
They also included a Phoenix ContactILC 131 inline controller. One
comment we have to this approach is that it is unlikely for companies to implement many different brands of PLCs which, for
us, would be a clear indicator that the network might consist of
honeypots. Nonetheless, the honeypots managed to gain attention
and capture comprehensive attacks which resulted in system shutdowns, fraud and more. We can see quite a bit of non-ICS related activity, such a fraud, crypto miners and ransomware. ICS
speciﬁc attacks are generally attackers playing with the HMI and
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Table 4
High-level Overview of ICS Honeypot Implementations. This is a high-level overview of some of the protocols implemented within the discussed honeypots, this list
is by no means exhaustive and could contain errors. Some implementations do not speciﬁcally discuss all implemented protocols and these have been deducted from
background knowledge.
Author(s)

Interaction

HTTP(S)

Telnet/SSH

(T)FTP

SNMP

Modbus

Jicha et al., 2016
Kuman et al., 2017
Zhao and Qin, 2018
Ponomarev and Atkison, 2016
Abe et al., 2018
Pliatsios et al., 2019
Ferretti et al., 2019
Dutta et al., 2020
Wang et al., 2019
Kendrick and Rucker (2019)
Bou-Harb et al., 2017
Holczer et al. (2015)
Serbanescu et al., 2015
Jaromin (2013)
Redwood et al., 2015
Berman and Butts, 2012
You et al., 2019
Bernieri et al., 2019
Vasilomanolakis et al., 2015
Navarro et al., 2018
Mashima et al., 2019
Mashima et al., 2017
Haney and Papa, 2014
Wilhoit and Hilt, 2015
Wade (2011)
Antonioli et al., 2016
Hilt et al., 2020
Simões et al., 2015
Piggin and Buffey (2016)
Lau et al., 2016

Low
Medium
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
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Basic
Basic
Basic
No Eval.
Basic
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Intermediate
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Basic
No Eval.
Intermediate
Basic
Intermediate
Basic
Intermediate
Basic
No Eval.
No Eval.
Advanced
Limited
Comprehensive
Comprehensive
No Eval.
Comprehensive
Basic



































: one or all of the protocols listed in the column are implemented. Limited, basic, intermediate, advanced and comprehensive relate to the quality of data captured
related to the attacks on the system E.g. no speciﬁc ICS data would be classiﬁed as limited and extensive ICS interaction on the honeypots would be classiﬁed as
comprehensive.

attackers can perform the same actions as on real systems, they
are less likely to notice they are attacking a honeypot and are more
likely to use all the tools they have to attack it. This should result
in higher-value data, as we can see from the University of Toulouse
experiment. The main downside, aside from cost, is the risk they
pose when they are successfully exploited. When this happens, the
attacker can use the system to exploit other devices on the network. If the honeypot is deployed within the same subnet as the
operational network, the production devices can be compromised
as well. Therefore, we would advise not to deploy high-interaction
honeypots within an operational environment or internal business
network but to deploy them in an isolated network within the IP
range.
When looking to deploy honeypots, we can ﬁnd some foundational recommendations in existing literature (Dodson, 2020), we
build upon this with the following suggestions. The aim of the conﬁguration should be to mimic a real device as closely as possible.
This does also include how the honeypots are portrayed to the outside. From the discussed implementations, we can see that honeypots deployed on university or AWS IP addresses captured less
valuable data.
Because of the speciﬁc knowledge required to exploit ICS devices successfully, we believe that the people who are targeting
these devices are generally more aware of how these devices are
implemented. This also links back to the necessity of a realistic
conﬁguration and functionality of the device. To extend on the
honeypot itself, further development and the implementation of
more data collection/monitoring systems is encouraged. Most monitoring systems should be implemented within high-interaction
honeypots by default (e.g. HIDS and NIDS), and these can improve
data collection on low-interaction honeypots as well.

We would argue that because low-interaction honeypots generally capture less valuable data, it is crucial to extract as much
data from them as possible. The deployment of monitoring systems
should always accompany the deployment of honeypots. These systems should be implemented both on the honeypots themselves
and around them. An overview of the discussed honeypots and
their characteristics can be found in Table 4.

5.5. Enhanced honeypot classiﬁcation
Based on this study on the level of interaction of honeypots,
we can see that high-interaction honeypots provide a more signiﬁcant data set than low- and medium-interaction ones. What we do
observe is that emulated honeypots that are deployed in a more
interactive environment do provide more data than stand-alone or
weakly implemented ones. With this research as a foundation, we
provide a new form of classiﬁcation for honeypots. Aside from the
standard low, medium and high classiﬁcation of the honeypot itself, we focus further on the environment where it is deployed.
This environment that we call a honeynet (Spitzner, 2003) should
be described with the same categories to avoid the usage of many
different categories. Honeypots, disregarding their level of interaction, can be situated within a low-, medium- or high interactive
network. This is determined not only by the number of honeypots in the honeynet, but also the number of different services, and
how closely it represents a real organisational network. For example, deploying multiple high-interactive PLC honeypots in an environment with HMI (Human-Machine Interface) honeypots, sensors, and other systems commonly found within these networks
would be a high-interaction honeypot within a high-interactive
honeynet. A limited amount of high-interaction PLC honeypots in a
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Fig. 4. Overview of HoneyPlant.

stand-alone network would be a high-interaction honeypot within
a low-interactive honeynet. Although we discuss the interactivity
of honeypots, depending on the monitoring systems on, around,
and within the honeypots, the value and amount of data might differ.
This further classiﬁcation provides us with more information
about the honeypot implementation at ﬁrst glance. It also allows
for a better understanding of how extensive the amount of data
captured by the honeypot implementation might be. We feel that
the environment in which the honeypot is deployed gives a better understanding of the honeypot itself, and this classiﬁcation can
limit misunderstandings about the extent of the implementation.

these environment differs from traditional security in several objectives (Neitzel and Huba, 2014) For ICSs, security should not affect the availability and integrity of the device, unlike IT, where
conﬁdentiality is the key focus. We do not want to block any legitimate traﬃc to the devices. There are differences in physical components, network topology a segmentation between ICS and IT environments that have to be taken into account when deploying an
ICS honeypot.
6.1. Overview of HoneyPplant
The proposed framework can be broken down in two parts, the
organisation’s network and the external organisations’ networks.
The latter contains the blacklists and honeypots situated all over
the Internet whilst the former one is owned by the organisation
itself. These external blacklists are leveraged to gather intelligence
on threats on the Internet which have yet to reach the organisation. This will be part of proactive threat discovery and will aid
in the creation of resilient network and systems, and general system security. This proactive security aspect is also in-line with the
DHS recommendations for ICS security (Fabro et al., 2016), as reactive approaches can be expensive and disruptive to the operations. Within the organisation, there are two distinct parts, a separate honeypot network and the default internal organisational network to which all employees connect. By placing the honeypots
inside the organisation its network, we aim to make it look indistinguishable from the other parts of the organisation network and
encourage attackers that have entered the network to attack the
honeypots. This part of the framework focuses on the threats an
organisation faces. It can be used in relation to objectives B, C, and
D of the CAF and the protect, detect and respond functions of the
NIST framework. Aside from these, it can be used as part of implementing guidance such as ISO 27002, ISO 27,019 and NIST Guide to
Intrusion Detection. A high-level graphical overview of the framework can be seen in Fig. 4.
Several considerations have to be made within the organisation when looking to deploy a honeynet according to this framework. First, the high-interactive honeynet has to mimic a ﬁeld
site (Cell/Area Zone (level 0 - 2)) like the ones deployed within
the organisation as closely as possible. This includes the type
and amount of devices that are speciﬁc to the levels within this
zone, and should also take the deployment of commercial ICS
software packages (such as ClearSCADA or WinCC) in considera-

6. Proposed honeypot framework: HoneyPlant
As we have identiﬁed in the previous sections, industrial control systems can be deployed in highly regulated environments
such as energy and utility sectors or in environments that require
a high amount of up-time. It is clear that honeypots have the capabilities of improving the security of such environments. However, for those highly regulated environments, honeypots can provide another beneﬁt as they can be leveraged to (partially) comply
with several of these regulations and guidance. We have yet to see
a clear framework to deploy honeypots and use them to be compliant with legislation.
This section presents HoneyPlant, our proposed high-level
framework for the implementation and deployment of honeypots
within an ICS context. This framework can be used in line with
regulations, such as the Cyber Assessment Framework, and as a
part of implementing guidance, such as ISO 27002. The main aim
of this framework is to support ICS operators with the deployment of honeypots within their environment. To provide a clear
overview how their deployment can assist with regulations and
provide context on which type of honeypot ﬁts a certain environment to provide increased security with limited risks. Further,
we investigate if the implementation of our framework could have
made a difference in the protection against historic ICS attacks.
For avoidance of doubt, the main goal of the honeypots lie within
their detection capabilities. However, we will investigate if detection of events by honeypots deployed according to the framework
could have lead to protection against these attacks. Although this
framework can be used as a basis for any honeypot network, we
mainly focus on ICS environments and regulation. The security of
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tion (Green, Derbyshire, Knowles, Boorman, Ciholas, Prince, Hutchison, 2020). Some examples of architectures can be found in the ICC
working paper on Establishing Zones and Conduits from the Industrial Cyber Security Center and Kaspersky Lab (Kaspersky Lab Industrial Cyber Security Center, 2019). Further, to enhance the honeynet, other characteristics such as latency and external IP address
have to be taken into account to create an environment that resembles a ﬁeld site as closely as possible.

Although high-interaction honeypots pose a more signiﬁcant
risk to the network, this is partially mitigated by the segregation between the honeypots and the operational network. All trafﬁc within the honeypot network has to be monitored by an IDS,
and hosts must have a host-based intrusion detection system
(HIDS) to observe the host. Examples of these HIDSs are AT&T’s
AlienVault Uniﬁed Security Management (AT&T, 2021) and FireEye’s Endpoint Security (FireEye, 2021). Speciﬁc intrusion detection or prevention systems for ICS environments include Check
Point IPS (Check Point, 2020), FortiGate (Fortinet, 2021), Dragos
Industrial Cybersecurity Platform (Dragos, 2021) and Claroty Platform (Claroty, 2021). All data captured has to be monitored by
the security department to enable them to take appropriate actions. Generally, this part of the framework is ﬂexible, and various amounts of honeypots can be deployed in this location. We
agree that this network will require high-maintenance, but it can
also provide valuable threat intelligence to be used to lower overall risk and increase security. In terms of legislation, this honeynet
would help with Objectives B2, B4, B5, C1, C2 and D2 of the CAF
and NIST functions detect and respond.

6.1.1. External organisations
The external organisation part of the framework consists of several honeypots deployed and maintained by several external organisations with the purpose of monitoring and capturing malicious
traﬃc on the Internet. These honeypots will capture large Internetwide scans and attacks. When malicious traﬃc is detected, threat
databases will be updated with newly discovered infected IP addresses and signatures of malware. IT departments can then leverage this data to update their security measures. These honeypots
can be located within the same industry as the organisation or
can reside in organisations that focus on threat intelligence and
honeypots such as BadPackets. Therefore an organisation deploying
honeypots according to our framework can also be an external organisation within another organisation their deployment, and vice
versa.
The organisation has no control about this part of the framework, but it can still be an important way of gathering threat intelligence. Cybersecurity can and should be a collaborative effort
between multiple organisations. If one organisation experiences an
attack, other organisations should learn from it and be prepared
if the adversaries might target them as well. Due to the nature of
ICSs, and the required knowledge, attacks might be re-purposed
within other attacks. These external honeypots would ﬁt under CAF
objective C2 and the NIST detect function.

6.1.3. Internal network honeypots
The second location within the organisation consists of lowinteraction honeypots and is deployed in an effort to capture
threats within the network. Because of this, these honeypots are
better aligned with the purpose of production honeypots. In a
similar attempt to Simões et al. (2015), we believe that a good
low- to medium-interaction honeypot in this location would be
less detectable due to being surrounded by real systems. Additionally, small changes it the default conﬁguration of readily available low-interaction ICS honeypots can lead to more valuable activity (Maesschalck et al., 2021). Because these honeypots are lowinteraction, they do not require many resources. Therefore we advise organisations operating critical national infrastructure to implement PLC honeypots. Further, we propose the use of operational
PLCs to provide the low-interaction PLC honeypot with data. This
data could be obtained, and stored in a database, by sending requests to the operational PLCs at startup. We suggest sending the
top 20 requests typically requested to a PLC and storing the response to later use when asked by a malicious user. This data will
make the honeypot resemble a real PLC more accurately and reduce the chances of discovery. To further increase the chances of
discovery, we propose a periodic connection of legitimate internal
systems (such as engineering laptops) to the low-interaction honeypots, which can lure attackers to those systems. As with the separate honeypot network, both intrusion and host-based intrusion
detection systems should be put in place to monitor the network
and systems that host the low-interaction honeypots. The security department should closely monitor the data captured by these
honeypots, as any form of malware captured at this stage has potentially already infected other systems inside the network.
Another aim of these honeypots is to provide forensic investigators with more information about the attack that occurred inside
the organisation as a honeypot is capable of storing binaries and
other attack-related information for further forensic analysis. Incident response and recovery is imporant and these honeypots could
ﬁt well within, for example, the mid-incident and post-incident
phases decribed in the framework proposed by Staves et al. (2020).
Once the internal network is infected chances are high multiple
systems are infected or will be breached soon. These honeypots
can give system administrators the opportunity to detect propagating malware or attacks quicker and decrease the chances systems are infected for several months or years. Mapping these lowinteractive honeypots to the CAF, they would fall under Objective
B2, C and D2. Within the NIST Framework they would fall under
the detect and respond functions.

6.1.2. High-interactive honeynet
The high-interactive honeynet is located in a separate network,
and its purpose is to trap attackers and capturing data, this will
provide better information as to who is attacking the organisation.
Although these honeypots would be deployed within an organisation they would more align with the goals of research honeypots. This network consists of several high-interaction honeypots
to provide the organisation with a comprehensive data set. Looking
back at the previously discussed implementations, we can see that
a higher level of interaction allows the honeypot to capture more
data. It also enables the deployment of all ICS protocols supported
by the PLC within this environment. To increase the potential of
these honeypots further, there would be pre-programmed activity
in the network to simulate not only the devices but also the network activity of an operational network. The aim is to make this
environment as highly interactive as possible for which we recommend the deployment of a range of honeypots (both ICS and
non-ICS) such as Windows honeypots to encompass different levels
from the Purdue model. A beneﬁt of some of these honeypots, such
as Windows servers and clients, is that multiple honeypots can be
deployed on a virtual machine (Alata et al., 2006), without losing
the high-interaction aspect. To further emulate a real network environment, several servers (such as FTP or websites) should be deployed as a high-interaction honeypot. By providing both clients
and servers, an attacker has more opportunities to transpose between devices which will provide more valuable data. These highinteractive honeypots could be improved by having them engage
with attackers and actively interact with phishing attempts (Li and
Schmitz, 2009) as phishing is still one of the most popular ways
to gain a foothold in a network. We are calling them bi-directional
honeypots, due to the engagement of both parties.
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6.2. Could HoneyPlant have made a difference

Although the Wolf Creek attack was not successful in infecting
the nuclear part of the facility, it still presented a signiﬁcant risk.
If more systems were in place to limit infection and increase the
detection of malware, the risk would have been signiﬁcantly lower.
Similar to BlackEnergy, the initial infection occurred through email,
which could possibly have been prevented through a mail ﬁltering
service if it was aware of the malware. The malware would have
been caught by honeypots situated on the Internet and spreading
over the internal network would have been prevented. In this case,
if an infected device were to be connected to the nuclear network,
network monitoring systems would then have restricted the infection of the ICSs.
Aside from capturing attacks launched on the honeypots by malicious users, system administrators could pretend to be a nonsecurity conscious user and actively deploy malware within the
honeypot environment. This could enable further research into the
working of the malware, which can then be used to secure the system against novel malware. This can be done through email, active penetration testing, or USB sticks. These opportunities show
that a high-interactive honeynet can be used in several ways and
does not solely need to rely on real threats to provide useful intelligence.

We have discussed ICS attacks, ICS legislation, honeypots and
given an overview of ICS honeypot implementations. With that information, we have proposed a new framework. Now we explore
how HoneyPlant could theoretically be used to improve the security of an organisation. We do this by giving an example of how
honeypots are used to capture malware and link the capabilities of
HoneyPlant back to the ICS attacks we previously discussed.
6.2.1. Honeypots and malware discovery
As previously stated, honeypots can be used to capture binaries and provide a wealth of threat intelligence. Several honeypots
have already been explicitly designed to capture malware. These
allow for further investigation of the binaries used and even the
detection of previously unseen forms of malware.
The New Zealand Honeynet Project implemented and evaluated
Nepenthes (Riden, 2006). They explored how the low-interaction
honeypot can be used to alert administrators when there is a
network compromise and its effective malware detection rate.
The developers of the honeypot claim a detection rate of 73 to
84 per cent for new forms of malware (Baecher et al., 2006). Riden used the Norman Sandbox included with the honeypot environment to perform run-time analysis. The honeypot was listening
on 255 IP addresses for ﬁve days and collected 74 unique samples
of which 48 were identiﬁed by the anti-virus software used in the
test.
When Dionaea captures malware, it calculated the MD5 hash
and uses this as the ﬁle name; this way, it does not store the same
binary twice (Skrzewski, 2012). Other honeypots can hold the same
form of malware multiple times which is a waste of resources.
Skrzewski ran Dionaea for over nine months, recorded more than
169 0 0 0 attempted connections and captured 537 unique malware
samples. Out of 1189 attempted connections, 181 were recorded
more than once with the top ﬁve being recorded over 150 times.

6.3. Beneﬁts of HoneyPlant
As seen in the previous subsection, the deployment of honeypots in line with HoneyPlant could have potentially stopped some
of the adversarial actions during the Stuxnet, BlackEnergy and Wolf
Creek attacks. Additionally, we have established clear links between the deployment of the modules within the framework and
where these ﬁt with the UK Cyber Assessment Framework and the
NIST Cybersecurity Framework. Although this is a high-level framework, with several more in-depth suggestions within each module,
we believe it could be of great beneﬁt to operational technology
engineers when deciding to deploy honeypots within their environment. We have previously discussed the importance of regulation and legislation within ICS, and especially critical infrastructure, environments in which honeypots are rarely included. The establishment of links between honeypots as a security mechanism
and as a mechanism to adhere to these regulations provides a clear
merit for their deployment.
Previous work (Antonioli et al., 2016; Cifranic et al., 2020; Litchﬁeld et al., 2016; Provos, 2003; Simões et al., 2013) has focused on
very in-depth ways to deploy honeypots within ICS environments,
where the location and their impact on the regulation has not been
considered. Within this framework we address the matter of guidance and regulation in relation to the deployment of honeypots,
and highlight the importance of considering the deployment environment and then tailoring honeypots accordingly to suit that environment context. By following our general guidance speciﬁc to
each module of HoneyPlant, and leveraging other resources related
to the deployment of ICS honeypots such as the Conpot documentation, that tailor-made deployment can be achieved.

6.2.2. HoneyPlant and discussed ICS attacks
At the beginning of this paper, Stuxnet, BlackEnergy and Wolf
Creek were discussed. In this section, we will theoretically discuss
if the implementation of our proposed system could have made a
difference within these attacks.
Stuxnet entered the Iranian nuclear facility via a USB drive and
then spread through the network. As the malware was not yet
circulated over the Internet chances are low, it would have been
detected by the honeypots. Therefore it would not have been instantly blocked within the network. When the malware started distributing itself across the network, it will have attempted to infect
the internal honeypot, which then will have detected the malicious
nature, and enable the security team to block further infections
and respond to already infected systems. In the case of Stuxnet,
the malware would have been spotted within the network. This
would have allowed administrators to react before any damage was
caused.
BlackEnergy initially infected systems via Word documents
within emails and was active on the Internet before it infected
the Ukrainian facilities. Because of this, honeypots would have detected it in the wild; accordingly, this data would have been used
to update blacklists and other security tools. This piece of malware could have been discovered by built-in anti-malware software within mail ﬁltering services like Microsoft Exchange Online
Protection before entering the network. It would also have been
identiﬁed by network monitoring systems or an internal honeypot
when it spread within the network. NIST has also recognised this
possibility in their Special Publication 800-160 (Riley et al., 2017).
Further, emails received by the honeypot could be investigated or
automatically executed within a sandbox.

7. Conclusion
This paper has presented a comprehensive survey of literature
related to the deployment of ICS honeypots. Our survey began with
an overview of industrial control systems and honeypots, afterwards we explored past attacks targeting ICS environments and
the standards and guidance that are important within these environments. This all fed into a discussion on how honeypots can
aid in adhering to these standards and guidance which gave the
background for the survey of ICS honeypot deployments.
We analysed three ICS attacks, Stuxnet, BlackEnergy and Wolf
Creek. These gave an overview of the attacks that these systems
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are facing. These attacks are only a small subset of ICS attacks, and
many more have been and are being conducted. It is clear from
these three attacks that the security of these systems is of great
importance to our safety. Current ICS security lacks the ability to
respond to new forms of malware quickly, and the implementation
of new patches is slower than necessary to mitigate vulnerabilities
rapidly. Due to the nature of these systems implementing patches
requires a vetting process to make sure the system will not be affected, and time slot has to be selected in which the system can
be safely shut down and updated.
Due to the heavy regulations within the several sectors in
which these devices are used, new forms of ICS security have to
stem from legislation and guidance. For this reason, we explored
several pieces of legislation and guidance from governments and
international bodies. These included, and focused, on the UK Cyber
Assessment Framework and the US NIST Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity. After introducing these,
we explored them further in a honeypot context. This showed that
honeypots could actively support several parts of many of these
legislations and guidance.
To further explore the capabilities of different low-, mediumand high-interactive honeypots, we conducted an extensive survey of published ICS honeypot implementations. The outcome of
this survey was an extensive overview of honeypot capabilities and
their effectiveness in capturing threat intelligence. However, this
also uncovered a need for a better classiﬁcation system as the current three levels of interaction are limited in capturing the actual
abilities of the honeypot. Further, we could see that many authors
call their honeypots high-interactive because they realistically implement one or some protocols. We would argue that the threshold for a honeypot to be high-interactive also lays providing an
attacker with and environment similar to a device within an operational environment. This includes fully implemented protocols
but also the possibility to interact with other systems such as the
operating system. It is clear that a high-interaction honeypot allows for more interaction than its low-interaction counterpart, but
this classiﬁcation does not require a high-interactive environment
around the honeypot. Therefore, we introduced an additional set
of classiﬁcation that focuses on the environment within the honeypot is deployed. Deploying one device as a honeypot does not result in an environment similar to an operational system. Therefore,
we would like to call such honeypot networks a low-interactive
honeypot network or honeynet, ones that provide an attacker with
an interactive environment would be called a high-interactive honeynet. A vital aspect of this implementation lays in providing a
better understanding of the implementation of the honeypot as a
whole, when discussing a high-interaction honeypot within a highinteractive honeynet we immediately understand the completeness
of the implementation.
Finally, we proposed a honeypot framework that can be used
within an organisation to support the deployment of honeypots.
This framework is divided into two sections, the organisational
network and external organisations. Both these parts can provide
a wealth of data, but if an organisation would only focus on
one, we would encourage this to be the organisational network.
Honeypots deployed by external organisations lack in capturing
threats that actively target the organisation, but can capture general trends and attacks targeting similar organisations. The organisational network honeypots are deployed in two separate environments, within the operational network and honeynet that is separated from the operational network. Within the operational network, low-interaction honeypots should be deployed. The separate
honeynet should mainly rely on several high-interaction honeypots but can also include low-interaction honeypots; this network
should closely represent a typical ﬁeld site within the organisation. We concluded that this framework ﬁts well within the leg-

islation and guidance previously discussed, and therefore presents
both beneﬁts from a security perspective and to support required
adherence to legislation.
8. Future work
This research has shown us that honeypots in an industrial control system environment have the opportunity to provide a wealth
of data related to the threats facing the organisation, when deployed correctly. Aside from the practical value honeypots can also
aid with legislative requirements.
The survey has also identiﬁed areas of research that would beneﬁt from additional exploration from an ICS honeypot prospective.
This includes an analysis of data captured by tools within the ICS
honeypot environment, in order to improve their forensic value
for investigators. This is particularly important for low-interactive
honeypots, which have relatively limited capabilities. For this goal,
it should be investigated how interactive an ICS honeypot has to
be in order to capture an adequate amount of data and if lowinteraction honeypots can achieve this. Further work can also look
more in-depth at mappings between honeypot systems and speciﬁc levels within the Purdue model to provide complete coverage,
and therefore improving the realism of the honeypot. This could
also result in further improvement to Conpot and other readily
available low-interaction honeypots, or the development of a new
system. On a general note, research can be done to improve the
deceptiveness of honeypots, and how honeypots can be used as a
preventive measure aside from their current implementations. This
should deﬁnitely include the ability for honeypots to interact with
phishing attacks, as this is a popular way for attackers to get into
the network. As well as how honeypots can be deployed in a more
defensive manner, similar to traditional security systems. Particularly interesting within this area, due to the speciﬁc nature of ICSs,
would be how anomaly detection could be used with data captured from ICS honeypots and how it could feed into the security
of the network.
Finally, further research in this area could include examining
the applicability of honeypots within the legal environment, to give
organisations both the conﬁdence and motivation to deploy them.
A thorough analysis of legal requirements could provide further evidence that such an investment beneﬁts an organisation from both
a legal and security perspective. In addition, there is a need for
research that establishes clear legal guidance for the implementation of honeypots from a legal/ethical perspective. One of the main
problems that arise from a honeypot deployment is the usage of
those honeypots by the attacker for other goals such as botnets or
dissemination of illegal material. Another problem that can arise
when using honeypots is so-called entrapment, which could result
in a legal procedure.
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